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C H A P T E R I 
INTRODUCTION 
(i) Historical review. 
It аз only recently that the concept of duality has been in­
troduced in elementary particle physics· In the years before, the 
low energy resonance region and the high energy region of the 
scattering amplitude were studied independently. The first step 
towards dual models was made by Dolen, Horn and Schmid [Dl 68] who 
derived a sum rule for πΝ-scattering and compared it with experiment. 
Their work established that the scattering amplitude should not be 
considered as the sum of the low energy resonance poles and the 
poles of the crossed channels, connected to the Regge description 
of the high energy region. Instead, both concepts had to be con­
sidered as two equivalent descriptions of the same phenomenon. 
Although the world of high energy physicists at first was 
sceptical as to the realisation of such a concept, Veneziano (Ve 68] 
opened a new branch of elementary particle physics by proposing a 
simple function exhibiting almost all the properties which a Born 
approximation of an amplitude with duality in it should have. In 
his amplitude for ππ •+ πω a series of poles in the s-channel and a 
high energy behaviour compatible with Regge theory were incorpor­
ated. 
At once a lot of physicists started to look for other realis­
ations of the duality concept and mountains of papers appeared. 
Soon after Veneziano's discovery the generalisation of Euler's 
beta function to functions describing the interaction of any num­
ber of scalar particles was written down. The model had enough 
flexibility to allow for alternative but equivalent descriptions, 
the Bardakci-Ruegg form [За 6Θ, 69) , the Koba-Nielsen form 
[ Ko 6^· 1 and the Chan form [ Ch 68] . After this development it 
was again Veneziano, now with Fubini [ Fu 69] , and independently 
Bardakci and Mandelstam [ 3a 69], who succeeded in developing an 
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Operator formalism equivalent to the forms already mentioned. This 
formalism makes the factorization properties of the amplitude ob-
vious and moreover presents an elegant way to describe the spec-
trum of the intermediate states in terms of a Fock space of occu-
pation number states, built from a vacuum with simple creation op-
erators. Their operator formalism was strongly connected with the 
SL(2, R) transformation group which already dominated the Koba-
Nielsen form, 
Although the model even in its Born approximation still suffer-
ed from the presence of ghosts (intermediate states with the wrong 
coupling to the other particles) one started to complete the model 
with higher order terms in order to restore the unitarity which a 
single Born term is lacking. This unitarization program has never 
been completed. 
Instead, one found a way to eliminate all ghosts by enlarging 
Sb{2, R) as symmetry group to the set of all conformai transfor-
mations in the complex plane which transform the real axis into 
itself with conservation of the sense of direction. The restrict-
ions of these transformations to the real axis form a group. To 
make this extension possible the mass of the external scalar part-
icles had to be fixed at an unphysical value; the result was a 
model containing tachyons, but a ghostfree one. We will refer to 
this model as the Classical Veneziano model (C.V.M.). 
The operator formalism in itself opened new paths to other 
models. The method should not be considered as a lucky coincidence, 
it can be used as a direct way of construction. The first to use it 
were A. Neveu and J.H. Schwarz [Ne 71 ] , who after one attempt 
[He 71 ] succeeded in the construction of a model with a much more 
realistic although still not physical spectrum· After this Heveu-
Schwarz model (N.5.M.) a lot of models were constructed all in the 
same way [ Ba 71, CI 71 a , , Ha 71] . Ramond even found [ Ra 71] the 
formalism for a spectrum of fermions. This model was later used to 
build a fermion-fermion amplitude [Al 73, Sch 73 , Co 73] although 
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the generalization to more than four fermions is still lacking· 
(ii) Contents· 
In recent years an attempt has been made to extend these ghost-
free models to amplitudes with one or more particles at smother 
Ъ a 
mass value. Schwarz [ Sc ТЗ , Т^ ] studied íj-point functions in 
which one of the particles satisfied the gauge equations of the 
Veneziano model without inserting the mass shell condition, where-
as the other particles were the common Veneziano ground states· In 
this way an extension appeared possible though calculations were 
quite complicated [Sc Τ1· ) · 
In the first part of this thesis we will follow another path 
to amplitudes with some of the particles at another mass value 
[Du 73] · Although we have to restrict ourselves to amplitudes with 
only two particles at another mass, amplitudes as such are des­
cribed. They are investigated with respect to their spectrum and 
found to be ghostfree provided the dimension of the oscillators 
does not exceed 25, which is one less than the critical dimension 
of the usual Veneziano model [ Sc T3C]· The mass of the two excep­
tional particles remains free though limited by the unphysical 
mass of the C.V.M. 
In chapter II a short introduction is given to the C.V.M. 
More thorough studies of this model can be found in reference 
[ Ja 75] · In chapter III we construct the model with two particles 
at another maas, as previously mentioned, but with the operator 
formalism of the C.V.M. In chapter IV a similar amplitude is pre­
sented but with the N.S.M. operators used. Here, too, the amplitude 
appears to be ghostfree. 
The second part of this thesis presents a way to count the 
particles of the internal spectrum of such amplitudes with respect 
to their spin. The purpose of this investigation was to do away 
with the hand counting method and to find a function which gene­
rates the numbers of particles at each mass and with a given spin 
h 
as the coefficients of a series expansion. A function like that 
would make a study of a spectrum easier, especially at high ener-
gies. 
Such a function for the internal spectra of the amplitude of 
chapter III which is also valid for the C.V.M.-spectrum is present-
ed in chapter V. A proof of the correctness of the function is in-
cluded. In chapter VI we analyse this generating function and pre-
sent a set of recurrence relations to calculate the coefficients 
in a relatively short time. In chapter VII a similar function is 
derived for the N.S.M.-spectrum and the spectra of the amplitude 
in chapter IV. Also here a set of recurrence relations is given. 
Chapter VIII contains a description of the Ramond operator 
formalism and the generating function together with recurrences 
for this model. 
In chapter IX we shortly discuss the results. 
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C H A P T E R I I 
THE CLASSICAL VENEZIANO MODEL 
With the observat ion of Veneziano [ Ve 68] t h a t the Euler b e t a -
function was very s u i t a b l e t o be i n t e r p r e t e d as an amplitude and 
as such s a t i s f i e d t h e property of d u a l i t y , e a r l i e r formulated by 
Dolan, Horn and Schmid [Dl 68] , a new branch in elementary par­
t i c l e physics was born. Soon s e v e r a l "dual models" were c o n s t r u c t ­
ed and s t u d i e d . In t h i s chapter we give an i n t r o d u c t i o n t o t h e 
f i r s t of t h e s e models, t h e c l a s s i c a l Veneziano model (C.V.M.), 
which has been the fundament for s e v e r a l o t h e r s . 
Let us f i r s t study t h e p r o p e r t i e s of t h e ampli tude, descr ib ing 
t h e e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g of two i d e n t i c a l s c a l a r p a r t i c l e s of mass μ. 
The Veneziano amplitude of t h i s f o u r - p o i n t - i n t e r a c t i o n i s 
given by 
A ( s , t , u ) = g [ V ( s , t ) + ( з , и ) + V(t ,u)] ( I I . 1 ) 
where s , t and u are t h e Mandelstara v a r i a b l e s (see page 11), g і з 
an o v e r a l l coupling c o n s t a n t , and 
V ( 3 , t ) = - B ( - a ( s ) , - a ( t ) ) = - r f c ^ ^ ; ) 
= - / d x x - 0 ^ - 1 ( і - х Г 0 ^ - 1 ( I I . 2 ) 
о 
The - sign has been introduced to guarantee proper couplings. 
The trajectory a(s) is given by 
a(s) = - μ 2 + s (II.3) 
which is a particular choice as we will see. 
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Equation (II.I) guarantees crossing symmetry. 
The function V(s,t) has poles for 
a(s) = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... 
or 
2 2 2 3 = μ , μ + 1, μ + 2 , ... 
Apparently the amplitude із such that the external particles 
may also appear as poles of the amplitude, and therefore as inter­
mediate states. 
The residues of the poles can be found to he 
,, / ^ r(-a(s))r(-a(t)) 
res , \ , = lim (k-a(s)) „ι ^ ι \ ιΛκ a ( s ) k
 β(β)-* r(-a(8)-a(t)) 
_ (-)k r(-a(t)) ,__ . . 
2 
which is a polynomial in t of degree k. Thus at the pole s = μ +k 
the highest term in the residue is (cos θ) and the maximum spin 
of the intermediate particle is k. But of course in general all 
daughters, states with a lower spin and the same mass, occur. In 
general the spectrum will be as in figure I. 
The circles indicate the positions in the (s.iO-plane where 
particles may occur in the internal spectrum. We have also drawn 
the trajectory lines. Obviously all trajectories have the same 
slope, which has been chosen to be equal to 1. This determines the 
unit in which the mass is expressed. 
From (II.Ό one sees that at a pole in s there are no poles 
in t. In the second expression of (II.2) this follows from the 
denominator which at the pole positions of s calcéis all poles of 
r(-a(t)). In the lest expression of (II.2) one sees that if χ 
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spin 
2 2 2 2 
μ μ+1 μ+2 μ+ο 
F i g . 1 
,. 4-1-α(ΐ) . τ 
approaches zero, (1-х) is regular. 
Since V(s,t) is symmetric under the exchange of s and t, it 
contains in the same way a series of poles in t. Nevertheless there 
are no simultaneous poles of both channels s and t. Thus 
k+i - a( t>- 1 ι 
V(s,t) = Í <-)k+1 ( к )1r¿rrr = k=0 k-ais; 
(II.5) 
Σ (• 
k=0 
vk+l -a(s)-1 
( k )
 k-a(t) * 
This is required by the principle of duality, shown by the sum-
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rules of Dolan, Horn and Schmid; the amplitude is not the sum of 
both the poles in the s-channel and those in the t-channel, but the 
two series of poles are different faces of the same amplitude. 
Such channels, which do not have poles simultaneously, are 
called dual to each other. In pictures 
is dual to 
One may use another type of picture to illustrate which 
channels are dual to each other. To each particle one attributes 
the side of a polygon. In the four particle case one has a square. 
To each term in (II.1) corresponds a particular order of the num-
bers around the square. 
The number of channels is than the same as the number of dia-
gonals. The diagonal in 
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corresponds to the s-charmel where part icles 1 and 2 form a reso-
nant s t a t e , whereas the other diagonal 
corresponds to the t-channel. Obviously the chosen order (112,3|'+) 
belongs to the term B(s,t) in ( I I . 1 ) . 
Two channels are dual to each other i f the corresponding dia-
gonals cross each other. 
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These polygon diagrams can be drawn around the previous 
Feynman-like diagrams, illustrating how they belong together. 
One can find each diagram from the other very easily. For 
many-particle processes the polygon diagrams are more convenient 
since the counting is much easier· 
Let us introduce some conventions and notations· 
Our metric ie g,, » g 2 2 = g 3 3 = -g 0 0 = 1. 
For the four-particle interaction we define the fourmomenta 
k. such that I k . = 0 . Incoming particles have positive к , out-
i 
going particles negative к in this convention. 
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Then 
a = - (k1 + к 2Г 
t = - (k2 + k 3 )
2 
u = - (k1 + k 3 )
2
 . 
Instead of the series of (II.l) one may take alternatively a 
series of terras characterized by the order of the four particles 
in the following way. If V(s,t) = 3, (1,2,3|'*) where the order 
corresponds to the order in the square diagrams, one has 
V(s,u) = 3^(1,2,U.3) 
V(t,u) = BU(1,U,2,3) 
and 
\ - gì 3^(1,2,3,1»)+ 3^(1,2^,3)+ BU(1,U,2,3)] (II.6) 
Due to the symmetry V(s,t) = V(t,3) and the fact that only s 
and t occur in the formula we may write 
і,2,ЗЛ) = 3U ( 2« 3« U» 1 ) (И.7) 
since nothing distinguishes the two orders: B. is cyclically Symme­
trie. It is even symmetric under anticyclic permutations of the 
arguments. 
BU(1,2,3,O = BU(U, 3,2,1) (II.Ö) 
Let us turn our attention to the residues of the polea. 
They appear to Ъе factorizable, that is, they can be written as a 
sum of terms each of which is of the form f ( 1,2) .gíS,1*) where f 
and g are functions of the momenta of their arguments, which are 
(not necessarily scalar) functions. For example at the pole 
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s = μ +1 the residue is 
res = t - μ 2 + 1 = ì{}-3v2)cos θ + 5(p2+l) 
where the spin 1 and the spin 0 component are manifest (The 
Legendre polynomials can be written as contractions of tensors)· 
Another feature of the Veneziano amplitude has now become 
visible. Due to the closed and strict form of the amplitude all 
couplings are fixed once one of the couplings has been chosen 
(here the coupling with the ground state has been taken positive). 
As a consequence one can hardly prohibit that some of the couplings 
become negative, that is, the square of the coupling constants may 
become negative. The corresponding states are called ghost states. 
They are forbidden by the principle of unitarity. As we will see 
latertone may eliminate these ghosts by some ghost killing mecha­
nisms analoguous to the gauge invariance in quantum electrodyna­
mics [Sb 59] . 
Let us resume the main properties of Bi. 
(i) Manifest Lorentz covariance. 
(ii) All particles lie on linearly rising Regge trajectories with 
a universal slope. 
(iii) Channels dual to each other do not have poles simultaneously. 
(iv) The residues are factorizable. 
(v) There is a bootstrap principle. The external particles also 
belong to the internal spectrum, 
In generalizing A, to amplitudes for more particles one only 
generalizes B, to a B„. From this one finds A^ by taking the sum 
over all permutations of the order of the external particles in 
В . In fact one only needs to take all inequivalent permutations 
since the cyclic and anticyclic invariance appears to remain valid 
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for the generalization and even to be crucial. 
The generalizatic 
follows [Ko 69, Do 70] 
on B,. can be written in integral form as 
В (1,2,...,N)= ƒ... ƒ Π dz. 
i=1 1 
1 (z -z. )(z.-z )(z -z ) 
„ , a D b с с a 
і^ а.Ъ.с ¿^ ÍZi+2-Zi) 
ΓΙ -1-a(s..) 
χ Π θ(ζ. _ - ζ . ) Π и. . 1 J 
. , 1+1 ι . . ij 
ι=1 KJ 0 
(II.9) 
where 
ρ 
s.. = -(k.+k.,,+ ... + к.) 
ij 1 1 + I j 
and θ is the common step function. The integrations are over the 
real axis from -» to +». The θ-functions preserve a certain order 
of sequence of the z.. Note that the integration is carried out 
over N-3 variables. The result turns out to be independent of the 
choice of ζ , z. and ζ among the N variables. 
Η
 c 
The factor Π (ζ. „-ζ.) is chosen such that the first two-
. , 1+2 1 1=1 
particle pole has В as its residue (see Donini and Sciuto 
[ Do TO] ). 
The product Π u.T ij goes over all possible intermediate 
channels (i,j). The poles arise if a particular u.. approaches zero, 
as can be seen by replacing the e-functions by θ(ζ. -ζ.-ε), in 
which case the amplitude B N has no poles at all. To see this more 
Il* 
c l e a r l y l e t us take N = h. 
k (z -z. ) ( z , - z Hz -z 
B,(1,2,3,1*)= ƒ . . . ƒ И dz. — V 5 ^ — S £ — 
i=1 
^ (11.10) 
h - 1 - o ( s . . ) 
χ Π θ ( ζ . , - z . ) Π u . . 1 J 
i=1 1 + 1 1 i < j ^ 
In p a r t i c u l a r we 
Z
a
 = 
\ = 
ζ = 
с 
Z 1 = 0 
z 3 = 1 
z
u
- - . 
take 
The only integration left is over χ = Zp. Insertion gives 
BU(1,2,3,M = I dx χ-
1
-
α ( 5 ) ( ΐ - χ ) - 1 - α ( ΐ ) 
Replacement of the θ-function would give 
1-е 
B
u
(c) = ƒ ά χ χ - 1 - α ( 3 ) ( ΐ - χ ) - 1 - α ( ^ 
which is regular and has no poles. 
ilf that anv choice of ζ . z_ . i. 
с 
The reader can convince himsel y , ^, ζ 
gives the same result because the invariance under SL(2,R)-trans­
formations (see the next page) always allows a transformation to 
our particular choice without changing the amplitude. The order of 
the variables is not changed by such a transformation. 
From the definition of the u.. it follows that they satisfy 
the relations 
u.. = 1 - Π S.. (11.11) 
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where the product is to be taken over all u.. that correspond to 
channels dual to s... These relations ensure that as soon as there 
is a pole in some channel s.., the amplitude behaves well in all 
channels dual to s... 
In the M-particle сазе this is studied best in the polygonal 
diagrams. 
We can attribute a side of the polygon to each external part­
icle· The diagonals are in 1-1 correspondance with the possible 
channels (we have a fixed order of the particles). 
N-2 
N-l 
I f two diagonals cross , the corresponding channels are dual 
to each other. (See a lso the 3,-case) . The product Π u.T " i j 
only involves the channels corresponding to a diagonal. 
Similar to what we had for N = U also here Feynman-like 
graphs can be made for a l l possible choices of nonintersecting 
diagonals. They are then cal led tree-diagrams. The maximum number 
of such diagonals i s N-3. This i s therefore also the maximum num­
ber of nondual channels of the N-particle interact ion. I t corres­
ponds to the fact that only N-3 integrations are needed. The choice 
of the integrations ζ , ζ , , ζ that we leave out i s arbitrary and 
depends on which channels we want t o make e x p l i c i t . 
The cross rat ios u . . as defined in ( I I . 9 ) are invariant under 
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the transformation 
- zi = 
аг^ + S 
zi ι γζ. + 6 
1
 ι 
(11.12) 
where ο, β ι γ ι δ are real and aS - Βγ • 1· 
Note that {α,Β,γ,δ} •* {-α,-3,-γ,-δ} does not affect the trans­
formation. 
The transformations fona a three parameter Lie group, the 
group SL(2,R). The three generators of this group Lf., L ., and L., 
satisfy the algebra 
[L ,L ] = (m-n)L . 
m* η m+n 
m,n = 0, ±1 (11.13) 
The invariance of the integrand under these transformations is 
reflected in the fact that three integrations have to be left out. 
As shown by S. Fubini and G. Veneziano [Fu 69l the factorizat­
ion property of B.T can be made more explicit if one chooses a spe-
cial set of nonintersecting diagonals, namely those corresponding 
to the channels s , в. ., s „ „, This is the so called pe-
ripheral configuration. It corresponds to the tree-diagram 
N-2 N-l 
(II.11») 
In this special configuration the amplitude 3 H can be written 
as the vacuum expectation value of an ordered product of N vertices 
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each depending only on the momentum of one particle. The vertices 
are expressed in terms of an infinite set of oscillators 
2 
I 4 z. ,-z. -u 
В = 6\ïb)fav„(z) П ( , *•) 
A 1 li Ζ. 
1=1 ι 
(11.15) 
< 0 | V
o
( k 1 , z 1 ) V o ( k 2 l z 2 ) . . . о ( к л і г 5 ) | 0 > 
where 
+ -η η 
ο a ζ „ a ζ 
ikx-2k.Olnz /2k. Σ -Д _/Зк. E, - Ц — 
л
( к ,
г
) = e e n = 1 / n e ^ 1 / n ( I I . 16) 
and 
l a , a ] = 6 g 
m ' η m,η μν 
μ V
 (11.17) 
All o ther commutators vanish. The vacuum s a t i s f i e s 
a 0> = ρ 0> = 0 
μ 
though it is not a vacuum in the physical sense: it represents a 
massless particle at rest. 
The volume element <ίμ„(ζ) is given Ъу 
Ν Ν е(«. -ζ.) 
à\i„(z)= Π dz. (ζ -ζ. )(z.-ζ )(z -ζ ) Π — 
Η . . l a b D c c a . . ζ. ,-ζ. 1=1 1=1 1+1 ι 
і?в.,Ъ,с 
(11.18) 
and the integrations are again over the real axis. This volume 
element is invariant under the transformations of the group SL(2,R) 
and is called a measure of this group. alb,c may be chosen arbi­
trarily anong the numbers 1 to rJ. 
One can ensure oneself of the truth of (11.15) by substitution 
and repeated use of the Campbell-Hausdorff formula and the method 
of coherent states (Al 71] · 
The generators of SL(2,R) can be expressed in terms of the 
set of oscillators, 
CO 
2 + + Ij„ = p + Σ n a . a =L„ 0 ^ , η η 0 
n
"
1
 (11.19) 
OD 
L. = /Ір.а. + Σ /n(n+l)a .a ^ , = L , 
ι ι
 Λ
 η n+1 —1 
n=1 
They satisfy the following relations with the vertex operator 
ІЬ
т$ Vo(k,z)] = -г'т(г | j - mk2)Vo(k lz) (11.20) 
The invariance of the integrand under SL(2,R)-transformations 
can be tested in s t i l l another way. 
If in general an operator function 0(z) sat i s f ies 
[L
m
, 0(z)] = -z"m(z | j + mJ
a
)0(z) (11.21) 
where J is called the SL(2,H)-spin of 0(z), then the operator 
0(z) transforms under T, 
Τ : ζ + ζ' = Τ ζ =
 α Ζ
 t ? (11.22) 
γζ + ο 
as 
J 
Λ(Τ) 0(ζ) Λ'1(Τ) = (¿Ι) L___o(z') (11.23) 
(-γζ'+α) 3 
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where Λ(Τ) = e represents the transformation Τ; L is short 
for L 0, L + 1 and Çm is a three-vector characterizing T. Equ. (11.23) 
can be found Ъу direct substitution. 
Apparently the vertex operator V (k,z) satisfies the defini-
tion of 0(z) with J
s
 = -k = μ . 
Because the vacuum is invariant under the transformations T, 
Λ(Τ)|θ> = |θ> (II.21*) 
we obtain from (11.23) 
11 2 N 2 
<0| Π zV V (ki,zi)|0>=<0| Π ζ!μ Vo(ki,z!)|0> χ 
i=1 i=1 
II , 2 
χ Π (-γζ.'+α)"^ 
i=1 ^-
But since 
zi
+
r
zi = (-γζ!^Ια)(-
Υ
ζ^α) ( Ι Ι · 2 5 ) 
2 
the factor Πί-γζ.'+α)- is cancelled by the factors arizing from 
1 2 
the transformation of Il(z. .-z.)" in (11.15), so that the inte­
grand of (11.15) turns out to be invariant. 
What we have gained is, that we have now a possibility to re­
place V (k,z) by other kinds of operators, thus modifying the ori­
ginal model. It is not even necessary that the vertex operators 
all be the same. 
A remarkable discovery is done by Virasoro [ Vi 70], who found 
that the algebra of SL(2,R) can be enlarged to an algebra gener­
ating all conformai transformations in the complex plane that 
map the real axis into itself under conservation of the sense of 
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d i r e c t i o n . 
The generators of t h i s conformai group are expressed in terras 
of t h e s e t of o s c i l l a t o r s Ъу 
» ^ ^ _ ^ m-1 ^_^^_ 
L =L =v/?iñ p . a + Σ /n(n+m)a a ^ + Σ /n(m-n)a a 
m -m m η n+m , η η-η 
η=1 η=1 
m = 2, 3, . . . (11.26) 
They s a t i s f y t h e a lgebra 
[ Ь
т
, Ь
п
] = (m-n)L
m + n + c m 6 m + n i 0 (11.27) 
where с i s some constant i n agreement with t h e Jacobi i d e n t i t y . 
I t d isappears when m = 0, ± 1 . In the Veneziano model, i f t r e a t e d 
with a d-dimensional metr ic (d-1 space l ike and one t i m e l i k e d i ­
mensions) t h e constant t u r n s out t o be с = — m(ra -1) as r e s u l t s 
m 12 
from a direct calculation. For d = U, the physical space-time, 
1 2 
one finds с = — m(m -1 ). 
m 3 
The commutators (11.20) and (11.21) now hold for all m. In 
this context J_ is often referred to as the "conformai spin". 
The representation (11.15) of B M can be written in an even 
simpler way. How this is done will be shown in the next chapter, 
though we want to mention it here already. 
With a particular choice of ζ , ζ. and ζ one obtains for 
BN= «Vk^O.-kJV^DV^)... DV^k^Ho.k^ (II.28) 
where V (k) i s s h o r t for V ( k . l ) and 
о о 
1 L +μ 2 -1 2 , , 2 , 
D = ; d p p 0 ( ι - ρ Γ μ - 1 « Σ ( - ) к Г 1 ) — Ι ­
ο k=0 L +μ +k (11.29) 
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The space of internal states is built up with the help of the 
creation operators a . The possibly occurring ghost states appear 
η 
to be linked with the occurrence of states with a negative scalar 
product due to the indefinite metric tensor g . As reported be­
fore a gauge mechanism is present killing some of the ghosts in 
the model. For a treatment the reader is referred to any introduc­
tion to dual models [Al 71» Sc 73 1 · However, in the case of gene-
2 
ral μ there will still remain ghosts in the theory. Only in the 
2 
special (unphysical) case where μ = -1, all ghosts disappear. Re­
mark that in order to determine whether a model contains ghosts or 
not, it is not sufficient to study the four-point function alone. 
One has to investigate the spectrum of the general 3„ because some 
of the possible internal states may not be coupled to two ground 
states. The special case where all ghosts have disappeared is 
treated in the next chapter together with appendix A. 
From the form (II.9) of В and the polygon diagrams one sees 
that 
BN(1.2 N) = BN(2,3 3, 1). 
This implies that one only needs to sum over all inequivalent per­
mutations of the arguments of B„ in order to obtain the full ampli­
tude A^. How this cyclic symmetry can be shown starting from the 
representation (11.15) is explained in the next chapter. 
Finally one remark about the formalism. Often one uses the 
set of oscillators ο , defined by 
m 
μ 
α = /η a 
η η л .
 Λ μ μ } η = 1,2, ... 
α « /η α 
-
ημ ημ 
α = /2 ρ 
0μ 
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With these definitions we have 
[a , a ] = m g 6, 
m ' η
 а
и πΗ-η,Ο 
for all m and η, and 
L = J : Σ α .α „ : (II.30) 
πι η m-n 
where the normal ordering here implies that the o's with negative 
index should be moved to the front. Some operators in the model 
can be written in a more elegant way with the help of this set 
a . Whenever convenient, we will use them. 
η ' 
У 
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C H A P T E R III 
CONSTRUCTION OF HEW AMPLITUDES 
In this chapter we construct an amplitude for II particles, two 
of which have an equal mass (or rather conforraaj. spin) tiut differ­
ent from that of the others. We discuss its properties, especially 
with respect to gauges and spectrum [Du 73] . 
Essentially we construct the amplitude В (1,2, ···, Ν) from 
which ATI can be found by talcing the sum over permutations. 
We use SL(2,R)-invariance as a guide. Let the particles 1 and 
Я have conformai spin J« = J and the others J^ = -1. Then the ex-
pectation value Κ({λ. } ,{k.},{z.}) of the product of vertices 
K(ÍXi},{ki}1{íi}) = 
(III.1) 
-i-i v x . ( k i ' z i ) 
•
 <0lziJ \ 1 ( k T z i ) ¿ 1 - ^ ] zu V / V 2 ^ 0 * 
where V ( k . , z . ) i s the ve r t ex of the i p a r t i c l e , w i l l transform 
in the following way 
KCU.Mk.M«.» =
 ( I I I i 2 ) 
-2J 2J H - 1 2 
= Κ({λ.},{k.},{z!})(
n
-Yz;) ^Ы-уг') ¿ J Π (
a
- Y z ! ) d 
i l i i = 2 
as follows from (11.23). 
From (11.25) it is clear however that the extra factors are 
cancelled by multiplying К with 
1=1 
2U 
After multiplication with an invariant volune element du..(z) 
we obtain a dual amplitude 
B,,(1.2 N)-/du ( s ) ( 8
r
z H ) ' 2 J " 2 Π ( r ^ , - ^ ) 
i=1 
χ < ο | ζ / ν <χ
 ty) π I - î ^ . ] ζ / ν (к : і, г ; і) |о> 
1 1=2 ι Ν 
Ν 
—2—2J 
= ƒ Π d z . ( z
o
- z ) ( ζ , - ζ ) ( ζ - ζ J í z . - z ) 
, l a b b e c a l . Ι 1=1 
iíía.b.c 
Я ,
 v
x .
( 1
' i ' z i ) , 
χ _п (
а г В
. ) < о |
В і
 ν (χ,,ζ Г . - І - ζ
Μ
ν
λ
 (VzN)|o> 
1=1 1 ι Ν 
The volume element has been chosen such that we get the 
classical Veneziano model in the limit J ·+· -1 and with all vertices 
equal to the one of (11.16)· This choice is in agreement with the 
scalar character of the ground state particles with conformai spin 
-1. 
For the reader it will not Ъе hard to see, that it is im­
possible to find factors which restore the ЗЬ(2,R)-invariance of К 
if one does not take the conformai spin of the two differing part­
icles equal to each other. Use has been made of the equality of 
—2 J—2 their conformai spin in the factor (z.-z,.) . 
We choose now for a, b and с the following fixed values, al­
though 3 is independant of this choicei 
ζ = ζ = О 
z b = z,,^ = 1 (III.3) 
z
c
 = ZN = * 
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Near the l imits of z. •+· 0 and ζ •* "> the amplitude behaves as 
We therefore define 
|X,k> = lira z" J V (k,z) |0> 
(III.I») 
z
J
 <0|V
x
(k,z) 
z*0 
<X,-k| = lira ζ   
and require that these s ta tes are well defined. This requirement i s 
consistent and interchangable with the condition that the vert ices 
belong t o part ic les of the internal spectrua, as we w i l l s e e . 
For instance in the c l a s s i c a l Veneziano model (V = V ) one has 
о 
2 
|0,k> = lim ζ " μ V (k,z) |0> = e 1 K ' X | 0 > ( I I I . 5 ) 
z-x» 
This c l a r i f i e s the label к on |o,k> since e |θ> i s an eigen-
s t a t e of the momentum operator ρ with eigen value k. 
Due t o the commutators (11.21) the s t a t e s |X,k> and <X,-k| 
s a t i s f y the following re lat ions 
(L +J)|x,k> = 0 
<X,-k| (L +J) = 0 
0
 ( I I I . 6 ) 
о 
2 + 
which establish their mass, since L. = ρ + Ζ n a . a . 
• 0 r . η η 
η=1 
Since from (11.21) it follows that 
-L L 
V^k.z) = ζ 0 V
x
(k,1)z 0 (III.7) 
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we con take the z-dependance out of the vertices. The amplitude В 
reduces to 
N N-2 
1=1 1=2 
τ
 L
 L 
~
L
«
 ъ
о
 0 z
-j ο 0 
* і
( і ) |
^
, 
where 
V x (k) = ν λ ( * , ι ) . 
ζ . 
With the change of variables p. = , i = 2 , . . . , N - 2 and 
11-2 1 Z i+1 
using z„ = Π p. one f ina l l y obtains 
i=2 ^-
h = < X1.- k l lV k2 ) D \ ( k 3 , : > - D X / V l ^ S ' V 2 3 N— 1 
( I I I .8) 
W i t h
 1 L+J-1 , 
D = ƒ dpp 0 = -¿-¿j ( I I I . 9 ) 
о о 
The vertices V. (k0),...,V. (k.. ,) must all have conformai 
2 N-1 
spin -1, however need not be the same. They may even have different 
spin. We will see in the following what restrictions hold for them. 
For the vertices of particles 1 and N we saw besides the con-
formal spin already one more requirement namely the well defined 
existence of the limit states |Х
и
,к > and <λ ,-k-|. It will be shown 
that similar restrictions also hold for the other vertices in order 
to get a consistent model. 
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In the fona ( I I I . θ ) of В i t is clear that not only the end 
states but also the intermediate states of the channels that con­
s i s t of one J_ = J and one or more J„ = -1 part icles satisfy the 
S о 
mass condition 
(L +J) | I | I> = 0 (III.10) 
These channels we will call the direct channels for no other reason 
than that they are the first channels we meet. If we denote those 
channels with a double line and the Jg = -1 particles with a single 
line, one can draw the corresponding diagram 
3 N-2 N-l 
where in a simple way is indicated that the internal states satisfy 
all the same mass equation (III.10). One may attach a quantum num­
ber as for instance strangeness to the particles. Since all part­
icles are taken to be incoming one has in the example of strange­
ness 
S(1) = -S(N) = 1 
S(i) = 0 , i = 2, 3 N-l 
N 
Then Σ S(i) = 0. 
i=1 
For convenience we will call therefore particles 1 and N 
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strange particles, although it goes too far to study the consequen­
ces of this idea with respect to the usual strangeness. 
There is of course another type of channel, namely with zero 
or two strange particles. We will call such channels crossed 
channels as distinct from the direct channels. 
To make these crossed channels explicit one has to make a 
duality transformation, that is a transformation from one complete 
set of nondual variables to another. Remark that the variables p. 
are in fact nothing else than a special choice of the variables 
u.. namely the set u... 
ij li 
One way of performing this transformation is to calculate В 
in terms of these integration variables p., and then to go to an­
other set of integration variables. 3,, is then again of the same 
form but with the order of particles shifted. 
Another way of doing it is to move (к„,г„) in expression 
(III.1) to the front of the chain by interchanging it consecutively 
with the other vertices. The appearing phase factors are exactly 
needed to get also the other factors of B^ again in the right shape. 
In fact, what one does is making a Mobius transformation, 
fixed by 
Z1 - ZN 
V i -, ZN-2 
ZH * ZN-1 
After this operation one chooses 
ZN 
Z N-2 
ZN-1 
В 
= 
= 
0 
1 
« 
similarly to what we did to obtain the direct channels. 
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The resul t i s 
V <Ч'-к
Н
І х / Ч 1 ) 5 \2^2
)
·'·
 Ъ
 \_2
(к
Н
-2 ,ІХ!І-1'кЯ.1> 
( I I I . 1 1 ) 
w i t h 
1 L
o
- 2 
D = ƒ dp ρ L -1 
о 
3y r e p e a t i n g t h i s procedure we o b t a i n 
Β
Ν
= < λ 9·-* 9 Ι
ν
λ
 ( k
s + 1
) 5
 •-
 5
 V ^ ) B ^ ( к і ) Б V ^ · · · s+1 Ν i ¿ 
s—2 
w i t h 
1 L +J-1 
D = ƒ dp ρ (1-p)" 
о 
2J-2 ( I I I . 1 2 ) 
In diagrams: 
2 3- -N-2 N-l 
2 3 - -N-3 N-2 
• N-l 
«•1 «+2 N-l N 1 2 »-Э s-2 
IUI 
ч-l 
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The internal states in the crossed channels satisfy therefore 
α
ο
-ι)|ψ> = 0 (III.13) 
In (III.11) and (III. 12) it is already understood that the 
states 
|xi,ki> = lim ζ ν λ (к.,ζ)|θ> 
and } i=2,...,:i-1 (III.lU) 
<X.,-k.| = lim ζ"1 <0|V. (к.,ζ) l ' i '
 n
 ' λ. ι' 
z-»0 ι 
must be well defined. 
Also |X.,k.> satisfies equ. (III.13) as a consequence of the 
commutators (11.21). 
Let us have a closer look at the spectra. 
The mass equation (III.10) and (III.13) are equations on the space 
of states |ψ> with definite momentum and constructed from the va­
cuum with creation operators. This space is called the occupation 
number space. 
For instance if one inserts the 6VM algebra the occupation 
number space is built up with a -operators. Then in 
2 " + n · L = p + Σ n a . a the second term has integer eigen values 
о * , η η 
-, n=1 
only. 
B„ has poles in the direct channels at 
s = -p 2 = J + N ; И = 0, 1, 2, ... (III.15) 
In the crossed channels poles occur at 
s = -1 + N ; N = 0, 1, 2, ... (Ііі.іб) 
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The oaxinum spin occurs if a maximum number of oscillators is 
present at a level. This is the case when the state is built up 
with only a -operators. Therefore at the position s = J + 4 part-
icles may be formed with spins 0, 1, 2, ..., II. 
spin 
The poles ly on linearly rising trajectories with the same 
slope. 
Similarly the crossed channels exhibit poles with a possible 
particle spectrum given by 
»pm4 
t > 
3 
2 
-1 0 
_ 
2 
/ / 
% 
2 3 
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Аз already mentioned in the previous chapter, ghosts may occur 
due to the fact that not all of the commutators between the oscilla­
tors are positive. For instance at the first excited level of the 
strange particle spectrum in the CVH-case one has to insert the 
unit operator at that level which in the centre of mass system of 
the intermediate state takes the form 
3 a* |0,k><0,k|a* 3 
1 = Σ — = Ζ a| |0,k><0,k|a -
U=0 <0,k|a a |0,k> i=1 i i 
μ Ц 
a* |0,к><0,к|а1 , -к 2 = J+1 к = (Ο,/J+ì) . 
о о 
The first terra corresponds to the formation of a vector part­
icle, the second term to a scalar ghost since its residue contri­
bution will be negative. 
Like in quantum electrodynamics gauge mechanisms are also 
present in dual models to solve the problems which are caused by 
the Lorentz-covariant description [ Sb 6l]. 
The main ingredient is formed by the commutators (11.21). 
First we rewrite them as 
[L , 0(z)] = z - nlL , 0(Z)) - mJ„ z-
raO(z) 
га о ь 
and then take the limit ζ -»• 1. The result is 
(Ь
и
-Ь
о
)0(1) = 0(l)(L
m
-L
o
-mJ
s
) (III.17) 
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The second r e l a t i o n we need i s 
(WV ΓΤΓ = 1 - I jn L~ÏJ~ = 1 - I T T j " ^ Lm = 
O b O b O b 
= τ *) ^ ( W n - L J ( I I I . 1 8 ) 
о ¡э 
With t h e he lp of ( I I I . 1 7 ) and ( I I I . 1 8 ) one moves t h e opera tor 
L -L -J-m along a vertex-propagator-combination in the d i r e c t 
channel r e p r e s e n t a t i o n ( I I I . 8 ) of В 
W · ^ W L T J • л . ( к і ) ( W J ) ITTJ = 
ι ο ι о 
'hW -Г^ {Lm-L0-
J
-
n) ( Ι Ι Ι
·
1 9 ) 
ι о 
for i = 2, 3 N-1. 
Consequently the operator moves along a whole tree of vertices 
and propagators 
<VLo-J-m) ч г п ·-· VI0.V = 
о 
= V г—г— V . . . г 4 т Г - ( L - L -J-ra)V|0,k„> = L +J+m L +J+m m o ' ' Il 
о о 
= V τ—!•=— V . . . τ - ! - — V(L -L - J ) | 0 , k > = li +J+m L +J+m η о ' · Il 
о о 
= v d ^ v ··· VLml0«V 
о 
Moreover 
L
ml 0'V = lin Z"J Lni VX (Ч.*)І 0 > 
ζ-«» Ν 
lim z" J{V
x
 (k,I,z)Lm+z"
nltL
o>
VA (k.j.z)] - m z " ^ (k.j,z)}|0>= 
z-K· Ν N !( 
lim z"Jz"nJ(l-m)V. (k„,z)|0> = lim z"mJ( 1-m) |X,T,k„> 
z-x» А z-ни 
= 0 for m > 1 (III.20) 
The operator L -L -J-га annihilates a tree V D V D ·.. Vlo.k,^· 
m o N 
Aa a consequence all states of the form 
<зІ = <X|(L -L -J-га) (III.21) 
1
 ' r a o 
are decoupled from such a tree. Such states are called spurious 
states. They are present in the unit expansion but do not con­
tribute to the residue. Of special importance are those spurious 
states that satisfy the mass shell equation (III.10) because in 
order to calculate the residues we make our unit expansion on the 
mass shell. We consider therefore only the spurious states with 
the property 
<з|(Ь +J) = 0 
' о 
Using the conformai algebra one has then 
<s|(L +J) = <X|(L -L -J-m)(L +J) = < A | ( L +J+m)(L -L -J)= 0. 1
 о ' m o о ' о m o 
But L acts as a creation operator when applied to the left. 
Therefore the only solution of this equation is 
<λ|(L +J+m) = 0 . 
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Consequently the most general spurious on-nass-shell s tate 
can be written as a l inear combination of states of the form 
<s| = <X|L
m
 (III.22) 
with 
<X|(L +J+m) = 0 
о 
Before going on let us apply this to the first excited level 
of the strange particle spectrum in the С И. The state 
<s| = <0,k|L = <0,k|k.a1 
then decouples. In the cm.-system this is the state <Olk|a1 , 0 
just the ghost state occurring in our unit expansion. Indeed the 
gauges may prevent the existence of ghosts, 
One would like to define the physical subspace, i.e. the 
subspace of the physical states (contributing to the residue) as 
the space orthogonal to all states of the form (III.22). However 
one has to be careful in defining such a subspace of a space with 
an indefinite metric. The notions in such a space are given in a 
mathematical way in appendix A. Let us restrict ourselves here to 
a short summary. 
Although the total occupation number space is nondegenerate, 
which means that there are no states in the space orthogonal to 
all states including itself, a subspace may very well be degenerate. 
There may be states in the subspace which are orthogonal to all 
states of the subspace. For instance at the first excited level in 
the crossed channels, a situation which is almost identical to the 
photon problem in QED, the spurious subspace is given by the single 
state 
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But <з|з> = k2<0,4|0,k> - 0 since к 2 = О (See (Ііі.іб)). 
So the subspace of spurious states (spurious subspace) is de­
generate. 
But then the space orthogonal to the spurious subapace con­
tains a part of the spurious subspace and is also degenerate. The 
union of the two spaces does not cover the total space any more. 
In our example the space orthogonal to |s> = k.a1|o,k> is 
threedimensional.lt contains the two transversally polarized states 
e..a |0,k> ; ι = 1,2 ε..к = О 
and the state |з> itself. 
The missing state is |t> = k.a1|o,k> where к is the conjugate 
-2 
vector of к with k.k ψ 0 and к = 0 . 
The expansion of the unit operator is in this case 
•* -*+ι.~ ι-*· •*• 13><tI lt><sl , * 
1 = Σ е..а ІО.кхО.кІс-.а, • Щ?- * Ifîgi- (III.23) 
ι=1 ' ' 
If this operator is inserted in the amplitude not only the 
last term gives no contribution, but also the conjugate term does 
not contribute since |з> is spurious with respect to the left hand 
tree. Although the space orthogonal to the spurious states is three 
dimensional only two states contribute to the residue. 
This is a general feature of a space with a indefinite metric 
in the unit expansion of which one wants to separate a subspace. 
We will nevertheless define the physical subspace as the space 
of all states orthogonal to all spurious states, but let us keep 
in mind that the states with zero scalar product ("null norm 
states") have to be removed since they do not contribute to the 
residue. 
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The physical states have to satisfy in the direct channels 
(L +J)|i|/> = 0 
L |ψ> = 0 η = 1,2, . . . (III.21*) 
In the crossed channels there are two types of trees. One 
tree contains no strange particle, 
гг7 •••ггт І0> 
о о 
t h e o ther conta ins b o t h , 
V -j-i-j- V . . . V - 2 — V(kN)D Vflt^ г ~ V . . . V|0> 
o~ o~ o™ 
The f i r s t type i s s i m i l a r t o the t r e e of the d i r e c t channel; 
one has t o s e t simply J = - 1 . Consequently the equat ions for phys i­
c a l on-mass-shell s t a t e s are 
(L - Ι ) | ψ > = 0 η = 1,2, . . . ( I I I . 2 5 ) 
L |ψ> = 0 
η ' 
But now one has t o be careful with regard t o t h e n u l l norm 
s t a t e s . We have, as in t h e d i r e c t channel , 
(L -L -m+1 )V(k. ) -r—r = V ] (L -L -m+1 ) i = 2 , . . . ,M-1 
m o ι L - i L +m—1 m o 
о о 
However the operator L - L - m + 1 does not move along the 
m o 
V(kN)D Vd^) part 
(L
ra
-L
o
-m+l)V(kN)D Vik,) = VÍkjjMl^-I^-m+l-mJjD Vik^ . 
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The gauge operator stops. Only for m = 1 it noves on, 
r(L +J)r(L-2J-l) r(L +J+I)r(-2J-1) 
( L
r
L
o -
J )
 r(L-J-l) = r(L-j) (VVJ+1). 
о о 
And so 
(L^^ÎVÎkjjÎD VCk,) = V(kN)D (к1)(Ь1-Ьо+1) . 
To the second type of tree the states [s> = L
 1|λ> are de­
coupled, but not the other spurious states we met before. We have 
to make a careful analysis of the space of the physical states. 
Up to here no use has been made of the explicit fora of the 
vertices except that they have to fulfil the following two re­
quirements 
(i) V (k.) and V (k,,) have confomal spin J 
λ, ι λ
Ν
 л 
V (к.), i=2,3,··.,Π-1, have conformai snin -1. 
(ii) lim ζ ' V
x
(k,z)|o> = |л,к> is well defined. 
As consequences we found 
(iii) (L
o
+J
s
)|X,k> = 0 
L |X,k> = 0 
The end state belongs to the internal spectrum. 
These properties are also valid with (ii) and (iii) inter­
changed. For every physical state |λ> one can find a vertex 
Vjfk.z) such that 
|λ> = lim ζ V (k,z)|0> 
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and 
[L
n
,V
x
(4,z)] . - . - » ( ^ - » J g J V ^ k , » ) . 
Once the spectrum is established one can construct the ampli­
tude В for any set of particles. From this amplitude Л is found 
by adding all possible permutations of the occurring particles. 
The simplest example to which this construction can be applied 
is the CV11 in which we studied already some details about the spec­
trum. 
We take therefore for all particles the vertex belonging to 
the ground state of the Veneziano spectrum 
V
x
 (k^z) = V (kj.z) all i 
i 
Then 
к? = 1, i = 2, 3, ..., N-1 
and 
2 2 2 
Ц = kjj = J = -M¿. 
For this model an analysis of the spectrum equations is given 
in Appendix B. Let us summarize the results here as far as our 
amplitude is concerned. 
Usually one studies the spectrum not in four dimensions but 
in d dimensions, one tiraelike and d-1 spacelike. This we will do 
also. 
In the direct channel (β = J+1 = 0 in equ. (B.3)) there are 
ghosts for d > 26, but no ghosts for d < 25. No null norm states 
occur. 
In the crossed channels (B = 0 in equ. (B.3)) for d < 25 
there are no negative norm states and moreover all null norm 
states are of the form Is > = L ,1λ>. Thus all null norm states 
1*0 
decouple since L..-L i s a çauge operator to tooth types of t r e e s . 
The spectrum and gauge equations appear to be remarkably consistent 
in direct and crossed channels. 
For the t o t a l amplitude we find therefore that there are no 
ghosts at a l l provided d < 25· Such a dimension (25) i s usually 
ca l l ed the c r i t i c a l dimension of the model. 
Note that in the specia l case J = -1 where a l l part ic les 
have the same confornai spin the c r i t i c a l dimension i s 26. This 
i s the CVM for N ident ica l p a r t i c l e s . 
Comparison shows that i t i s possible to nove the mass of two 
part ic les to another value without introducing ghosts in the theory. 
The use of the gauge operators has been optimalized. The c r i t i c a l 
dimension i s one l e s s than for the t o t a l l y symmetric function. 
As we w i l l see in the next chapter the same remarks hold for 
the amplitude obtained fron the Neveu-Schwarz vertex. 
Let us compare the resul ts with the approach of Schwarz and 
b a 
Wu [Sc 73 , 71* ] , who added another part ic le to the model, s a t i s -
fying the o f f -nass - she l l /jauge conditions 
(L -L -J-ra)|i!i > = 0 
m о ' оіч 
with J 5* - 1 . The solut ions and the corresponding vert ices appeared 
to be very complicated. But moreover they found moving poles in 
the ir amplitudes. For instance the possible s t a t e s , in which two 
ordinary ground s t a t e s with J„ = -1 can resonate, depend on the 
particular mass that has been chosen for the new external (and 
possibly outgoing) p a r t i c l e , whereas physical ly one would prefer 
the resonance spectrum to depend merely on the part ic ipat ing 
p a r t i c l e s . 
In our construction we impose the on-mass-shell gauge condi­
t i o n s , on the new s t a t e s , but take them at a new mass value. The 
solut ions remain very simple and moreover the resonance spectrum 
of a two-particle system merely depends on the part ic ipat ing 
p a r t i c l e s , 
ui 
C H A P T E R IV 
A?PLICATIO;i ТО ТНК IIEVEU-SCHWARZ FOHIIALISM 
In t h i s chapter we apply t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n o f t h e prev ious 
chapter t o t h e Heveu-Schvarz [Ne 71 ] v e r t e x and i n v e s t i g a t e s p e c ­
trum and g a u g e s · 
A d d i t i o n a l l y t o t h e a - o s c i l l a t o r s o f t h e CVM, Heveu and 
Schwarz [Ne 71 ] in t roduced an i n f i n i t e s e t of b - o s c i l l a t o r s w i t h 
h a l f odd i n t e g e r index and anticommutâtion r u l e s 
{b , b + } = 5 g 
m " η m,η μν 
μ ν 
{b
m
 , b
n
 } = 0 m,n = J, Ι , . . . (IV.1) 
U ν 
b |ο> = 0 
m ' 
V 
The b-oscillators commute with the a-oscillators. For con­
venience we define 
b = b + 
-m m 
and thus 
{b , b } = 6 ^ . g (IV.2) 
га ' η ra+n.O Dpv 
u v ' 
The generators of the conformai algebra L are given in terms 
m 
of these oscillators by the normal ordered sums 
(h) 
I/ ; - I : Σ (m-2k)b. .b . : (IV.3) 
m , к m—к 
In particular 
l/ b ) » Г, m b+.b . (IV.k) 
о m
=j m η 
1+2 
Analoguous t o the addi t ion of spins in SU(2) one adds the L 
(a) t o the L of the a - o s c i l l a t o r s 
m 
(b) 
L = L ( a )
 + ¿Ь) = 
= J: I a .a : + q: l (п-2к)Ъ, .Ъ , : 
η ιπ-η , к m-k (IV.5) 
They s a t i s f y the same algebra although the constant term i s 
d i f f e r e n t 
[L
m
,L
n
] = ( n . - n ) W ! m ( m 2 - l ) ä r a + n ( 0 (IV.6) 
where d is the dimension of space-time. 
Such models are called additive. 
As can be seen from L , this model has two types of trajectories, 
г unit above each other. One type contains an even number of b-
oscillators, the other an odd number. 
»Pin» 
ι . 
2 
A 
/ / 
-1 - Í 0 
' / / / 
/ / / / 
/У/ 
/ / / / , 
i i \ 2^, 
Js = -Ì 
1*3 
One introduces the fieldlike operator Η (ζ) with conformai spin 
Η (ζ) = Ζ Ъ z m (IV.Τ) 
u ш 
[L
n
,Hp(z)] - - . - ( , J - - I ^ U ) (IV.8) 
A new vertex is now defined by 
VIiS(k,z) = Vo(k,z)k.H(z) (IV.9) 
Because each vertex in the amplitude is linear in the Ъ-
oscillators, amplitudes with an odd number of vertices vanish. The 
obvious interpretation that the particles have negative O-parity 
is not in agreement with the strangeness assumption of the previous 
chapter. Our amplitude is clearly far from physical. Nevertheless 
for convenience we will still talk about strange and nonstrange 
particles and moreover call the latter pions. 
ρ 
The conformai spin of V is -k - J and the end state be-
longing to this vertex is 
|ir,k> = lim z^ + k VNS(k,z)|0> = k.b'!'|0,k> (IV.10) 
where |0,k> i s the ground state of the CVM. 
In the formalism of the previous chapter we take 
У ( к . , 8 . ) = V N S ( k i , z i ) 
with 
k? = 1 ; i - 2 N-1 
k? - *1 = "M2 • - ä - J · 
1+1* 
Insertion into equa. (III.8) ani (III.12) gives 
B,J=<ol..4l|41.b,vrIS(k2) — 1 — . .в(к )... 
L +1'! - 5 
о 
... V^tk^^k.j.btjo.k.^ (IV.IIa) 
=<o,-k
s
|Vb,vTI5(k3+1) rrzr ••· r r r V N ^ V ^ i r r r ' 
о о о 
The first fom пакеч the direct channels explicit, the second 
one the crossed channels, before exploring the gauges we first re­
write these formulas. 
This is done with the help of the operators 3 defined by 
fie 71a] 
-κ« 
0 = Σ α .Ъ (IV.12) 
л η m-n 
It is clear now how convenient the introduction of the sets 
α and b with indices fron -=> to +· is. 
η η 
The total algebra is then 
{3. 0 ) = 2L + 4 (m2-s)«
 +
„ η m" η m+n ? πι+η,υ 
:L
m
, 3 ] = (f - n)3 (IV.13) 
m η 2 η+η 
[L , h ] = (n-n)L . + 4 η(πι2-ΐ)ί 
m' η m+n o m+n,0 
where d is aßain the dimension of spacetime. 
These operators will appear to be very useful. 
Ь5 
In the f i r s t тзіасе 
ж
( к ) = — [ 3
r a
, V
o
(k)] a l l m . (IV.lU) 
/2 
And t h e r e f o r e 
(ν η = ί л 2 /2 {G . V (к)} = ( о ; , V (к)] = i L . , V (к)] 
m íb πι о 2л о 
= L. V (к) + V J k ) ( L - L . )-V (k)L 2m о о о 2п о о 
(L +2mk2)V (к) - V (k)L 
О О 0 0 
where we used equ. ( I I I . 1 7 ) . 
In p a r t i c u l a r for the v e r t i c e s with к = ¿ , 
/2{G . V (k , z )} = (L +n)V (k)-V (k)L (IV.15) 
m Γϊο о о о о 
Remark t h a t 
k.bT|0,k> = — 3
 1 | 0 , к > (IV.1б) 
The d i r e c t channel r e p r e s e n t a t i o n (IV.11 ) can Ъе w r i t t e n as 
O 
We now use the following relation derived from (IV.15), 
G, V (k.) = -V (k.)3, + — (L +M2)V (k.) 
5 ЛЬ 1 No 1 j /„ О 0 1 
- — V(k.)(L +M2-1) (IV.17) 
/ 2 о 1 о 
1*6 
which is valid for i = 2, ..., N-1. 
And moreover 
G i — h Ц 3 ! (IV.IB) 5
 L +M2-i L +M2 ä 
о о 
which follows directly from the algebra (IV.13). 
Now GT can be moved to the right hand side. The result is a 
S 
sun of terms 
V И-^о.-^І 1 ^ - 4 Vk3 ,"-VkN-i ) a ìo-il0 'V 
О 
+
 -L· <о,-
кі
)( м2)
 о
(
к2) — ^ - ν * 3 ) . . . 
о 
... v
:JS(kN_1)G_,|o,k:J>+ - I - Ed^o.-kjv^d^) — 1 - ^ ... 
о 
··· V ^ ' V ^ i ) - - J T ··· α-ίΐ 0 ·ν 
L· +M - j 
о 
* J - E ( ± ) < o , - k 1 | v ] Î S ( k 2 } . . . v o ( k r ) v H 8 ( k p + 1 ) - ^ - . . . 
О 
. . . G_j|0,k
rj> 
The last two lines contain amplitudes in which one of the 
propagators is missing. Let us trace th i s back to the origin of 
the propagators in Chapter I I I . We had 
1
 v*2-1 
ι - j о 2 
— = ƒ dp ρ 
L +M - s о 
о 
The disappearance corresponds to the insertion of a δ-function 
δ(ρ-ΐ). Still further back it corresponds to the insertion of a 
1*7 
ó-function 6(ζ.-ζ. ) in equation (II.9) or a formula with many 
similar features. Such an insertion makes the amplitude vanish. 
Therefore all the terms with a missing propagator are zero. 
The second term of the summation vanishes because of the mass-
equation for the end states. Only the first term is left. It con­
tains at the end 
ajG-ï | 0'V = 2Lo'0'V = - 2 " ι 2 Ι 0 .ν 
So f i n a l l y we obta in 
BJY = -M^o.-kJVjjgdtg) — 1 ^ . . . v ^ d ^ l o . k , , » (iv. i9) 
L +M 
о 
Before we discuss t h e r e s u l t l e t us proceed i n t h e same way 
t h e crossed channel r e p r e s e n t a t i o n (IV.11 ) . 
Again t h e end s t a t e s can be w r i t t e n аз 
k.bî|0,k> = — 3
 1 |0,k> 
/ 2 V 
and we move Gi through the chain . From (IV.17) one has 
OiVMO(k,)--VMO(k.)G1+ — ( L - D V (к, . )- — V ( k . ) ( L -1) 
Т Н 8 І Л І ' — " M S 1 " ! ' 4 ' ! /2 0 0 x /2 
i = 2 , . . . , N-1 (IV.20) 
and from (IV.18) 
* о о ' 
With t h e he lp of t h e s e two r e l a t i o n s one moves Gì through the 
i 
chain of propagators and non-strange p a r t i c l e v e r t i c e s . As by-
І48 
products one obtains a series of terras in which a propagator is 
missing. Because of the arguments already given these terns vanish. 
Moreover one has the term starting with 
.^^ gu^u^^v^* )^... 
which vanishes because k. = s· 
Thus one arrives at 
Β
Ν
=(.) Ν - 9 - 1 <0,-4 3 | ν Ν 3(4 3 + 1 ) ^ . . . ^ O j V ^ j S V j j g d i , ) 
о о 
_ ! _ V N S (4 2 ) . . . - ! - V r ] S ( k s _ 2 ) 0 . j l o . ^ , * (IV.22) 
Similarly one moves G τ to the left until the two vertices be­
longing to the strange particles are pinched between the 0-
operators. 
Notice that 
<t«*lGj rbrVNS · · ' V Nsl 0 'V - 0 ( I V - 2 3 ) 
since Gì simply moves through the chain ending with i 
... G,|o,k > = 0. 
j ' * S 
Repeated use has been made of the fact that amplitudes with 
missing propagators vanish. 
Because of (IV.23) one has to move Gi and G ι only through 
the V 5 V combination and through each other. 
This is done with the help of equs. (IV. 15) and (IV. il*). 
1*9 
The result is 
B N = -и
2
<-к
д
|
 П 5(к д + 1) - U ... v^tkj,,,) ^ 
о
 г 
r(L +Ι12)Γ(-ΖΜ2) r(L +М2+г)Г(-2И2) 
x{v (к ) 2
 Γ
- = — ν (к )+Jv (к_) 2 
Ж J
 Г(Ь -M2) -ÍS 1 0 ^ r(L -M2-i) 
o o 
which contains in fact two terms with different propagators. 
However the channel with the different propagators is a "strange" 
channel and can be treated easier in the direct channel represen-
tation (IV.IIa). 
What have we gained by this procedure? The external particles 
are now represented by the ground states |o,k> and all resonances 
are excited states of it. We have a new Fock space F„ compared to 
the old Fock space F. where the external particles were represented 
by k.bt|0,k> [Ne 71°] . 
The vacuum state |0lk> of F. has disappeared, a consequence 
of the still hidden fact that it decoupled from the amplitude. Л 
lot of more spurious states have disappeared. 
The spectrum states in the new Fock space F- satisfy the mass 
equations 
(L +Μ2)|ψ> = 0 for the direct channels (IV.25) 
(L -5)|ψ> = 0 for the crossed channels (IV.26) 
The gauge operators are much easier to handle in the new 
representation than in the old one. In the direct channel one 
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uses equ. (IV.15) and t h e algebra (IV.13) t o show t h a t 
L +11 L +11 +m /2 
о о 
x V (к. ) — Ц - — V (к. ) (IV.27) 
0 1
 L +М2 /2 0 1 
Using again t h e argument of the missing p r o p a g a t o r s , one 
shows with (IV.27) t h a t 
^mW - 4 V^ i+I*"· Wl^'V = 0 L +M 
о 
provided 
<λ|θ (L +M2) = 0 1
 m о 
Consequently t h e s t a t e s <s | = <λ |5 with < s | ( L +M ) = 0 de-
1
 ш о 
couple and for the space orthogonal to all these spurious states 
we have 
(L +Μ2)|ψ> = 0 
0
Β
|ψ> = 0 m= Ì, | , ... (IV.28) 
and due to the algebra (IV.13) also 
L |ψ> • 0 η = 1,2, ... 
Since at the site of a certain propagator both sides of the 
amplitude are of the same form the spurious states are decoupled 
from both sides simultaneously. Moreover all null norm states will 
decouple. 
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This is different in the crossed channels, where the two sides 
have a different form; one side contains the two strange particle 
vertices while the other side is of the simple fom 
VNsrriVNS ··· ГГт гізІ0' · 
о о 
Using (IV.27) with M = -i, one finds that <λ|α again de­
couples from the last type of tree. But similar to what we found 
in chapter III also here troubles arise with respect to the other 
type of tree. It appears to be impossible to move all 3 through 
m 
the complicated term of the two strange particle vertices (see 
(IV.2b)). Again one operator only goes through, namely JI, 
i 
Using the same relations as before one can show that 
r(L +M2)r(-2M2) r(L +М2+а)Г(-2!12) 
GiíV (к ) 2 V (к )+i V (к ) Ξ ' к 1 ) } = 
*
 Ν ο Я
 r(L -M2) N o 1 0 Ί r(L -Λ2-1) 0 1 
о о 
r(L +Μ2+ί)Γ(-2Μ2) r(L +И2+1)Г(-2И2) 
Я 3 N
 r(L -M2+¿) -ÍS 1 0 U r(L -M2) 0 1 5 
о о 
r(L +:і2)Г(-2М2) 
+ — L V (к ) 2 VV5 ( kl) + 
/2 0 0 Ν r(L· -M 2) N S 1 
о 
. r(L +И2+г)Г(-2М2) 
• J- V (k,^ ) 2 V (kJÍL -J) (IV.29) 
/2 NS A r(L -H2+i) 0 1 0 
In an amplitude the last two terms vanish since they cancel a 
propagator. 
о 
Since L. =3!, L. is a gauge operator too (at least on the 
1 2 ι 
mass shell). 
We have to conclude again that we have to be careful with the 
52 
n u l l ñora s t a t e s in these channels . Our spectrum equations for the 
phys ica l s t a t e s |ψ> are 
(1<„-ϊ)|ψ> = 0 
Sjijo = 0 ; m=J, I , . . . (IV.30) 
L |ψ> = 0 ; n = 1 , 2 , . . . 
о 
In Appendix С the spectrum equations are analysed, '/e use the 
results here. In the direct channels we have equation (C.l) with 
ρ 
β = Π + i ψ 0. Then there are ghosts for d > 10, but no shosts for 
d < 9. 
In the crossed channels (β = 0) for d < 9 there are no ghosts 
and all spurious null norm states can be written as 
Is > = 3 ι|λ> . 1
 о -г' 
A similar situation as in chapter III. The critical dimension 
of the model is d = 9· For d < 9 the nodel is ßhost free and no 
null norm state contributes. 
The remarks, given at the end of the previous chapter, also 
hold here. 
We have taken for all particles the vertex of the ground state 
in Fp. To obtain the total amplitude Л^ one must sun over all per­
mutations of the nonstrange particles and independently over the 
two permutations of particles 1 and N. 
But again one may use different vertices and build anplitudes 
for different particles. The conditions are again that they have 
the same conformai spin and that the end states are well defined. 
In that case they also belong to the internal spectrum. 
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Finally one remark about isospin. A slightly more realistic 
spectrum arises when one multiplies 3„ with the Chan-Paton factor 
N 
I Pa 69] . In that case one may attribute isospin 1 to the nonstrange 
ground state particles of F^ (pions!) and isospin 5 to the stranie 
particles. As remarked before an identification with the real spec-
trum is not justified. 
5»* 
C H A P T E R V 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR THE C.V.M.-MULTIPLICITIES 
In this chapter we investigate the structure of the spectrum 
of physical states, аз it occurs in the amplitude of chapter III. 
We restrict ourselves to the nomai space-tine (d = U ) , where the 
apectrum reduces to irreducible representations of the little group 
S0(3), labelled by their spin and parity quantum number. 
As shown in appendices A and B, the spectrum can be generated 
by a set of 3-coraponent oscillators. In Appendix В such a set is 
constructed in a very special Lorentz-frame. Only two components 
are on the same footing. The last mode deviates from these. .Never­
theless from considerations of symmetry it seems plausible that all 
three components belong to the same irreducible representation of 
the little group S0(3)· Indeed for the lowest levels one can check 
that in the center of mass system the physical states can be written 
completely symmetric with respect to the Lorentz indices. For in­
stance at the second level the states are (not normalized) 
Ι φ. .> = [ a* a* • — І І - (a* - 2 ^ 7 a* )] |θ> 
1 J
 ι j 1*М2+9 о о 
( V . I ) 
ι г + 1 + + ι ι „ 
I*!* = [ а 2 " " 7 Т 4 аі аі ' І0> 1
 ι /Г+2 i о 
with р2|0> = -(М2+2)|0>. 
2 
One sees that for some special values of M the states are 
slightly different. This leads us to the following theorem. 
Theorem With the possible exception of a discrete number of 
values of M the solutions |ψ> of the equations 
(L +Μ2)|ψ> = 0 
о ' 
L |ψ> = 0 ; η=1,2, ... 
55 
can Ъе written in the c.m.-ayaten as |ψ> = |ψ > + [tail>, 
where |ψ > is built up with the help of spacelike opera­
tors only and every term in |tail> contains at least one 
timelike operator. One obtairs a basis for the space of 
solutions by taking all possible states |ψ >, 
ι . + + + ι« 
ψ > = a, . . • a . a 0> 
0
 \ω M D 2i(2) 
1 η . 1 
Ν = Σ к η. determines the excitation level. 
The state |tail> has the same transformation properties 
under S0(3) as the leading term |ψ > to which it corres­
ponds . 
Part of the proof is given by (î. Austen [ Au 73, Au 75] ι who 
showed that the theorem is true for any value of M if one can prove 
that there are no physical states in the cm.-system that can be 
written exclusively with zero mode oscillators. 
We examine therefore the solutions of the equations 
(ь ( о )
+
м
2)|ф ( о )> = о 
о 
(V.2) 
ι/ο)|ψ(ο)> = 0 , η > 1 
where L are the zero-component parts of the generators L , 
L ( 0 ) = -Ì Σ : α α : 
η m η-m 
m=-» о о 
Since the operators L satisfy 
(Ло) jtojj
 =
 (
m
.
n
)L(°) + - і и ( т 2 - і ) в n (V.3) 
m " η ra+n 12 m+n,o 
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we are dealing with only two independent equations 
ь;°уо)> = о 
4ον> (V.U) 
The equation (L +M )|ψ > sp l i t s the space of solutions up 
into levels with definite eigenvalue of the operator 
(o) 
Η = - Ζ a a . Apparently one can t r e a t each level separately. 
ni=1 o o 
Consider the М*Ь level. Our space of states built up with only zero 
mode oscillators has at level Я the dimension Τ (Ν) where 
Π (1-χηΓ1 = Σ Τ^ϊΟχ"1 (V.5) 
η=ι :ι=ο 
(see (V.6)). An arbitrary state |ψ > at level U can he written 
as a linear combination of Τ (Ν) states with coefficients 
λ,, λ„, ..., λ . . Since L lowers a state by η levels the equa-
1 2
 т
1(м)
 1
 n 
tions (V.U) give rise to Τ (N-l) + Τ (N-2) linear and homogeneous 
equations for the coefficients λ.. As follows from a formula given 
by Abramowitz [Ab 65] we have 
T1(H-1) + T1(N-2) >T 1(N) 
so there may be more independent equations than variables λ.. As 
follows from the remainder of our proof in fact there are at least 
as many independent equations as variables. 
Since L is linear in the mass m,, =/м +N the coefficients 
in the equations will also be at most linear in m,.. If the set of 
equations has solutions {λ.}, there are two possibilities. Either 
there are at least as many independent equations as there are 
variables, in which сазе only solutions exist if m satisfies an 
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equation of the type 
P(nJ = 0 
where ?(x) is a polynomial in χ of finite decree, or there are less 
equations than variables so that there is a solution independent of 
the value of n,.. 
The last possibility is ruled out by the followins argument. 
The space of spurious states, orthogonal to the solutions is built 
with the help of the operators L , η < -1· For given II one can 
find a sufficiently large value of m such that the operators 
-Л
 α
 • o(¿-) 
-/2 mg η ο "Ν 
build up the total space of states with only zero node oscillators. 
Since this space is nondegenerate (i.e. there are no states ortho­
gonal to the whole space), there are no ghost-solutions at such 
high m^-values. Consequently there are no solutions independent of 
"V 
Only the first possibility remains, and we are forced to the 
conclusion that there are indeed solutions provided m„ satisfies 
the equation 
P(mN) = 0 . 
But there is only a finite number of nu-values which satisfy 
this equation. 
Investigation of the equations at the lower levels teaches 
that there are regularities in the exceptional values of m^, and 
2 2 
moreover that they all correspond to values II < -1 (except M =-1 
at H=1 in which case one has the massless vector meson). However 
we were unable to prove this and it is unimportant here. 
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Ve finally conclude the proof. As shown here there are no phy­
sical states with zero mode oscillators only, with the possible ex-
2 
ception of a discrete set of values H • So also our theorem is 
valid by Austens proof with the same exception. 
The structure of the space of physical states is therefore 
identical to the structure of the space of states |ψ > except possi­
bly for a discrete and at each level finite set of M^-values. How­
ever because this is finite, the statement is true in an open en-
2 
vironment of such a point in M -space. If one takes the limit of 
the mass to such a point the epin of the states is not changed. 
Moreover the number of states is unchanged by such a procedure. 
As a result we find that the space of physical states has 
exactly the sane structure as the space of states with only space­
like oscillators, for any value of the mass. 
We may use the theorem as a starting point to study the spec-
trun of our amplitude with respect to its spin contents. In parti­
cular we will now derive from it a generating function for the spin 
multiplicities at each level, that is the number of particles of 
each SOin at a certain level. 
The derivation takes three steps. 
(i) At the 'I level characterize 
P, of Oossible configurations {n.} is given by 
11 1 
th 2 d by <L -p > = N the number 
о 
f (χ) = Σ Ρ χ'' = Π ( l - x V 1 (V.6) 
H=0 η=1 
since Ρ,, is in fact the number of ways an integer can be written 
as an ordered sum of integers. 
(ii) The next step is to reduce the set of states character­
ized by the configuration {η.} = ίη-,η«,...}. Its structure with 
respect to S0(3) is as in the state |ψ > of the theorem. This state 
is for each к symmetric under the exchange of the indices 
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•(к) (к) .(к) 
і. , і„ , ..., i ' . For each к we can reduce the product into a 
sum over irreducible representations of 30(3). 'fe obtain tensors 
with spins n, , n^-2, ... 0 (or 1). Let us write this in another way. 
Let Κ (ϊ) be the multiplicity of spin I in the reduction of a symme-
n 
trie tensor of rank n, then 
I J[l-(-)n] n+2 
Σ Kjl)xl=- ~ (V.T) 
4=0 n 1-х2 
In this way we obtain a sum of product tensors of the form 
(*.) Up) (O 
Τ (1) Τ 2 (2) ... Τ * (q) (V.ß) 
ш. Шр m. 
(iii) The last step is to reduce such products to irreps of 
я 
S0(3). Let S. , be the multiplicity of states with spin Í con-
tained in the reduction of (V.8). Then with simple spin addition 
one has 
ι
 l+l4 I' 
s(i ι ) = ,Σ , s(i ι ) ( ν · 9 ) 
U q ) describing how one more tensor Τ is coupled to such a reduced 
product. In order to handle this recurrence it is convenient to 
get rid of the absolute bars. To that purpose one defines the 
S, , also for negative Я: 1V 
^v"-8^! ( ν · 1 0 ) 
for all І. and {I·}. 
6ο 
Then equ. (V.9) can be rewritten as 
Í 1+*q £' 
G U I ) = Σ S(A I ) ( V' 1 1 ) 
q. 
This relation allows us to find a generating function. Define 
(i--L)f{ (χ) = ε s} x
£
 = ς s} Лх г-х- г- 1) 
х ι
 ι' г=—
 1
 і^  г=о
 и
і
> 
Then 
f (χ) = t S x 
χ 
¿=_- ι· =
 Α
_ι
 (г1 ^ 1- -
q χ 
•κ» ΐ'+ϋ
 η
, г 
Σ Σ
 tl
 S 4 χ 
q. 
л +1 -i 
"-=5-1. 
x-1 (£^...,1
 1 
x
 q
 -x q 
x
 -
 x
 f/. . (x) = 
q V 1 -Лі - , 1+1 -i 
Π i-^j-^ Σ S{
 }
 Χ
χ
. · ;
Χ
 (V.12) 
i=1 X 1 1=0 l i' X 1 
generates the spin multiplicities occurring in the reduction of a 
product of irreps of S0(3). 
{ n i } 
Finally we have to combine the three steps. Let M be the 
multiplicity of states with spin i in the reduction of the states 
with configuration {n.} and M" the sum of these multiplicities over 
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all configurations with N = Τ i η.. Then 
i 
« » i+1 -I 
ïU.y) = Σ 2 M V У "У 
N=0 i=0 *• J~ 
{η.} „ 4+1 -t 
., ι _Я ϊ -У 
whi 
-
 Z Z Σ б
 V : I » 1 X ^1 -Í-
H-0 1=0 {n.} N'Elni l y-1 
Σίη. {η.} 1+1 -1 
-
 E s χ
 1
 M,
 1
 У -У = 
in.) 4=0 l У"1 
"> . "> Ein. t+1 -4 
= Σ Σ Σ S* . [ Π Κ (Ι.)] χ 1 £ — = f — 
{п.} 4=0 it.} U i } i=1 ni 1 У"1 
ere the factor .П. К (4.) restricts the summation over {4.} to 1=1 П£ ι ι 
those configurations present in the reduction of a {n.} configura-
tion. 
With t h e h e l p of (V,12) t h e summation over 4 i s c a r r i e d out 
_. 4.+1 - 4 . 
» Σίη. " J J 
0(x,y) = Σ Σ [ Π К ( 4 . ) ] x 1 Π 2 J2L = 
{п.} {г.} i=i п і j=i y - 1 
4.+1 -4 . 
Σ ί η . ш β i l 
= Σ χ
 1
 Π Σ К ( 4 . ) 2 Ι ϊ 
{п^ і=1 4.=0 п і 1 У"1 
Now (V.7) i s used t o carry out the summations over 4 . . We ob-
t a i n
 Σίη. -
 л
 2 V 3 " " i 
G(x,y) = Σ χ 1 Π [ У+У "У . " У ] = 
{ ^ } i=1 ( y - l ) ( l - y ¿ ) 
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The result is therefore 
CO GO + 1 
G(x,y) = Π 2 • = Π Π (l-yV)"1' 
n=1 (l-xn)(l-yxn)(l- - x n) n=1 Λ=-1 
У 
= Σ Σ MJ , " У /У (V.13) 
:i=o i=o y' 
In view of the derivation this is a surprisingly simple formu­
lât One recovers the generating function for the total number of 
states by taking the limit y -»· 1. 
Π (ΐ-χηΓ3 = f3(x) = l Σ (2*+1)MJXM (v.!«») 
n=1 N=0 1=0 
In principle 3(xty) can be used to calculate the spectrum of 
our dual amplitude by working out the series expansion. For large 
N this is quite a job. In the next chapter we will derive re-
N 
currence relations for the M. which enable us to do it faster. 1 
So far we have been looking at the spectrum including possible 
null norm states. As found in Appendix B, these states occur in the 
crossed channels and are of the form 
|n> = Ь_1|ф> 
with 
L |ψ> = 0, η > 0 . 
η' ' 
Since L . is a scalar under transformations of the little group 
50(3)1 the number of physical states with exclusion of the null 
norm states is given by M - M . 
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Consequently one has to multiply C;(x,y) with 1-х in order to /cene­
rate the multiplicities of these purely physical states in the same 
way as in (V.13). This operation can be done after the calculation 
of the tr'. 
There are two exceptions where S0(3) is not the little group. 
In the first place there is the tachyonic ground state of the 
crossed channel spectrun, which is a scalar. And secondly at the 
first excited level of the same spectrum we deal with massless 
particle states. Here we find the "subtracted" multiplicities 
H. - И. = 1 and M
n
 - M- = -1. This has to be interpreted such that 
only the two transversal components of the photonlike particle re­
main (see the treatment in chapter III). 
We have now a generating function for the spin multiplicities, 
but the particles may be characterized also by their parity. The 
parity operator is defined in the cm.-system by 
Ρ a
+
 Ρ = -a
+ 
n. n. 
1 1 
Ρ a
+
 Ρ = a
+
 (V.I 5) 
η η 
о о 
Ρ commutes with t h e generators 
[ P , L ] = 0 (V.16) 
Because in the crossed channel three ground states couple the 
vacuum has positive parity. This is not true for the ground state 
in the direct channel spectrum since such a state always occurs 
twice. But for simplicity we will also for this ground state assume 
a positive parity. A correction can easily be made afterwards: 
all states change parity. 
The parity of a state is then determined by the number of 
spacelike creation operators. 
6k 
Although one derives the following fojmulas rigorously by in-
Çni . 
serting a factor (-)1 in the previous derivation, one may see 
immediately what happens. If — — - generates the total nunber of 
+ і 1 - х П . 
s t a t e s c r e a t e d by only a , • w i l l generate the di f ference be-
n
 1+xn 
tween the numbers of s t a t e s with p o s i t i v e and negative p a r i t y . I f 
an o p e r a t o r occurs an even number of times we add χ , i f i t occurs 
η N ( + ) 
an odd nunber we s u b t r a c t χ . Therefore i f И are t h e sp in mul­
t i p l i c i t i e s with d e f i n i t e p a r i t y ( ± ) , 
η 
G(x,y) = Π 1 
n=l ( l + x n ) ( l + y x n ) ( i + p : x n ) 
r;=o 4=0 * y 
with 
1 1 I 
whereas 
„я = S+)
 + м
н ( -
4 4 4 
With (V.13) and (V.1T) one obta ins t h e m u l t i p l i c i t i e s of t h e 
s t a t e s with d e f i n i t e sp in and p a r i t y a t each l e v e l . 
Also for these d e f i n i t e p a r i t y m u l t i p l i c i t i e s we der ive r e ­
currence r e l a t i o n s in t h e next chapter . Ue w i l l then discuss the 
r e s u l t s . 
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C H A P T E R VI 
RECURHEÜCE RELATIONS 
In this chapter we derive a set of recurrence relations from 
which the nunbers M', are calculated. 
Consider again (V.13)· It will appear useful to express the 
nultiplicities in terms of another set of numbers P', 
Pï = ¿Ui (VI-1) 
. . . Η 'I 
Defininfî a ß a i n M = -M , we now have 
Pj = ?"
г
 (VI.2) 
:І . . . . . 
Ρ are sort of integrated multiplicities; they are the numbers 
of irreps with spin ^  t. From these one finds back the И with 
;iJ = p!I _ p^ (VI.3) 
It is easy to check that 
0(x,y) = Ι Σ Ρ1' χ yl (VI.1») 
M=0 l=—> 
'A For this set {P„} a simple recurrence relation can be found. 
Consider to this purpose 
P* . Р Я- 1 . ρ""* • Ρ*"1"1 
Then 
"^ ,N „N-l „N-i.JI-г-К Ν £ 
(ρ
ι-
ρ
*-Γ
ρ
ι
 + V i ) x y 
1 4 = 0 4 =
-" (VI.5) 
= 0(х,у)-хуО(х
>
у)-0(х,ху)+ ^  G(x,xy) = 0 
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because of the following property of 3 ( x , y ) : 
( l - ^ ) 3 ( x , x y ) = ( 1 - 1) Π 
n=1 (1-х H l - y x ) ( 1 - - χ ) 
( 1 _ 1 ) π - 1 — . Л - J — Π 1 
n=1 1-х n=2 1-yx n=0 1 χ 
У 
00 
= (1-yx) Π 1 • = ( l-yx)3(x,y) 
n=1 ( 1 - х П ) ( 1 - у х П ) ( 1 - 1 х п ) 
(VI.6) 
Therefore all coefficients of (VI.5) have to be zero 
Η „
 pN-1 + Л-г_ N-4-1 
I 1-1 I 1+1 ^ J . . ( ; 
With the help of this recurrence relation one can obtain al-
Ί . . . 
most all P' . Unfortunately it turns into an identity for 1 = 0. 
. . li We have to find another relation to calculate the Ρ . 
о 
This can be done using the fact that Gi(x,y) is closely related 
to the θ-functions [ Er 53] which can be expressed both as an in­
finite product and as an infinite sum. In particular 
Π (l-xn)(l-yxn)(l- 1 x n) = Ζ (_)П
х
Мп
+
1) .УП* П 
n=1 У n=0 y~' 
(VI. ) 
Inserting this relation into (VI.1+) we obtain 
y-1 = τ ζ Г р^(-) пх м +^ ( п + 1 )у я(у п + 1-у- п) 
η=ο :ι=ο ¿=-» 
After comparison of coe f f i c i en t s we have 
J"
 ( - ) - V ^ - ) = 5N|0(5k|0 + 6 k t 1 ) . (VI.9) 
6Т 
Figure 2: The parabola in the (N,¿)-plane, corresponding to 
equ. (VI.9) with N=7 and k=2. 
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This is a recurrence relation between coefficients lying for 
fixed (N,k) on a parabola in the (ГІ,і)-р1апе (see fig. 2). Since 
P. is only unequal to zero within the infinite triangle 
(N > 0; -Ί "í i 'i :i) it contains only a finite number of terns. 
In fact all P. can be found this way, but for nost of then (VI.7) 
appears to be simpler, '.ie only need the parabola recurrence for 
к = 0 
t (-) pjJ-itU+U =
 6 (vi.io) 
In the set of equations (VI.2), (VI.3), (VI.7) and (VI.10) we 
. . [J . 
finally have a sufficient set to calculate all M . The result is 
given in Table I. 
Equ. (VI.7) gives us imnediately the saturation of the trajec-
Ί • 
tones above a certain energy. Since P. is zero outside the men­
tioned region, 
lì-1 p' = 0 if Í > m-i i 
N-Я-І 
Then also P. . = 0. 
N Consequently for I > — , 
and therefore also 
:{-MJ:¡ . (vi. 12) 
This shows that the multiplicity of a trajectory does not grow 
unlimited with energy but reaches a saturation level, although it 
grows with the order of the daughter. 
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In a similar way one obtains recurrence relations for the in­
tegrated multiplicities 
ρ, = ς м; . (VI.13) 
1
 1=0 * *• 
which s a t i s f y 
G(x,y ) = Ε Σ Ρ" χ " y* (VI. Il*) 
:i=o 1=-«. 
Л/Л л,ч 
P . t -
 p ¿ (VI-15) 
From 
( l + ^ ) G ( x , x y ) = ( l + x y ) 3 ( x , y ) ( V I . 1 6 ) 
one o b t a i n s t h e recurrence r e l a t i o n 
Ρ
ί
 =
 -
Ρ
ί - ! + ? ί + P L Î (VI-17) 
For ¿=0 equ. (VI.17) again turns into an identity. With the 
relations (D.l*,5) one obtains after comparison of coefficients the 
parabola type recurrences 
!" / Л+Ъ ^N-1(4+1) _ ,
 n
. 
tLj 21+k " N,ik(k-l)-6N,i(K-l)(k-2) (VI-18) 
We need this relation only for к = 0 
Г (-)· P 5 " " ' > - «„.„Л,, (VI.,,, 
¿=-0» ' * 
Equs. (VI.15), (VI.IT) and (VI.19) provide us with a sufficient 
то 
set to calculate all P' . With 
F = *·4 - PN (VI 20) 
и4 'i i+i ivi.¿и; 
one calculates the M . 
Я ^N . . . . 
M' and M together give the multiplicities of irreps with de-
KÍÍ + Ì 
finite spin and parity, M. (see Table II). These multiplicities 
belong to the direct channel spectrum. The spectrum of the crossed 
channel is slightly different. 
In the first place one has to take care of the null nom 
. . . 4 H-1 . N 
states. The actual multiplicities are М"»-:1л instead of M . And 
secondly one has the lightlike particle state at the first excited 
level. Here the helicity rather than the spin characterizes the 
particle. Only the two transversal states contribute to the ampli­
tude, analoguous to the photon in Q.E.D.. In the tables this fea­
ture is represented by the appearance of M- = -1 (see Tables 
III and IV). 
From equation (VI.17) we see that if I > N - I, 
P¿ = -P'¿_Í . (VI.21) 
Together with (VI.11) this implies for the multiplicities with 
definite parity that in the saturation region 
MN = M!Í+1 = М Ы + 2 (VI. 22) 
At each daughter level the number of odd and even signature tra­
jectories with the same normality become equal. The trajectories 
should rather be classified according to their normality. 
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Table I 
The m u l t i p l i c i t i e s M' for Я < 7 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
h 
k 
3 
1 
1 
ι» 
6 
9 
3 
1 
1 
k 
7 
13 
13 
θ 
1 
1 
и 
7 
15 
21 
25 
9 
•* я 
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Table II 
л
( + ) 
The multinlicities M for N < 7 
(-) 
. . . N 
From Tables I and II the multiplicities M* can be found by 
subtraction 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
с 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
3 
1 
3 
0 
1 
1 
u 
3 
3 
1 
0 
3 
2 
9 
k 
7 
0 
1 
1 
5 
5 
13 
9 
8 
6 7 
•+ N 
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Table III 
The multiplicities for the crossed channels 
M (crossed) = M'' 
-M. 
1 
0 
- 1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
0 
1 
0 
2 
1 
5 
1 
1* 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
1» 
5 
1 
1 
0 
2 
1 
6 
k 
12 
h 
8 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
6 
10 
12 
12 
U 
7h 
Table IV 
¿V' „N-1 The m u l t i p l i c i t i e s M' (crossed) = H -M" 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
2 
1 
3 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
0 
2 
1 
5 
U 
7 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
6 
7 
8 
2 
1 
0 
2 
1 
б 
5 
il* 
10 
16 
2 
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C H A P T E R VII 
THE ÌIEVEU-SCHWARZ SPECTHUH 
In this chapter we study the spectra of the dual amplitude of 
chapter IV, We will study then in the shifted Fock space represen-
tation. 
The equations for the physical states are 
(L +Μ2)|ψ> = 0 
о ' 
0
η
|φ> = 0 m - s, I , ... (VILI) 
L |ψ> = 0 η • 1, 2, ... 
In the direct channels one has M > -Ji vhereas in the crossed 
p 
channels M = -3. We have to consider states of the form 
, ^ ^
1 )
 v(2> ^ 2 ) u^ ^ 
+«, +
 si +«,
 +
 92
 +
μ1 • nl . 
•1 ...Di D_ ·«·•. •·· a, ··· a, ... u> Í Î 3 3 1 1 ' 
with occupation number 1 = .Σ (1-5)3.+ Л, j n. . 
i=1 1 j=1 0 J 
The t o t a l number T(N) of poss ib le s t a t e s a t the TI l e v e l i s 
given by 
η-i d 
f *(x) - Π ( Ü S ) » ζ Т*(Н)хЯ (VII.2) 
N S
 n-1 1-xn N=0 
The same line of argument as in the C.V.M. gives that the 
number of solutions of (VII.2) is given by Td"1(!î) at the :1th level. 
Again we limit ourselves to the conventional space-time metric 
(d=U), where the physical states are irreps of the little group 
S0(3). The same exception must be made here as in the conventional 
model: in the crossed channel the ground (tachyonic) state and the 
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f i r s t exc i ted (photonl ike) s t a t e must Ъе t r e a t e d s e p a r a t e l y . 
As shown by R.C. Brower and K.A. Friedman [Br 73) (see appen­
dix C) one can cons t ruct a se t of 3-coriponent c r e a t i o n operators 
t o b u i l d the space of s o l u t i o n s immediately· As in the C.V.M. t h i s 
i s done in a s p e c i a l Lorentz frameÉ 
Also here a theorem s imi l a r t o t h a t in chapter V i s v a l i d . 
Theorem. With the poss ib le exception of a d i s c r e t e s e r i e s of values 
of M the so lu t ions |ψ> of t h e equations 
(L + ; Ί 2 ) | Ψ > = о 
3 |^ψ> = 0 m = ì, I , . . . 
ь | ф > = 0 η = 1 , 2 , . . . 
can be w r i t t e n in the cm.-sys tem as |ψ> = |ψ > + | t a i l > , 
where |ψ > i s b u i l t up with t h e he lp of space l ike o p e r a t ­
ors only and every term in | t a i l > contains a t l e a s t one 
t i m e l i k e o p e r a t o r . One obta ins a b a s i s for the space of 
s o l u t i o n s by t a k i n g a l l poss ib le s t a t e s |ψ >, 
. ( 1 ) ¡W A2) i ^ Ì Ì 1 ) 
ψ > = bi . . . b i D- . . . a . . . a · · , 0> 
1
 О 5 J 3 1 1 ' 
2 
Ν = Σ к n. determines the excitation level. 
The state |tail> has the same transformation properties 
under S0(3) as the leading term |ώ > it corresponds to. 
The proof is identical to the proof of the CVM-theorem, except 
for some unimportant modifications due to the presence of the b-
oscillators. 
We will use the theorem as our starting point. The spin con­
tent in the case only a-oscillators are used is given by the gener­
ating function (V.13)· Let us consider the case only b-oscillators 
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are used. Define the generating function G (χ,у) Ъу 
G b(x,y) = Г Σ Н(Ъ)? χ : ΐ У * 7 " ( V I 1 · 3 ) 
1=0 N=0,ä,1,... У " 
where М(Ъ)' із the nultiplicity of spin i at excitation level "I in 
the case no a-oscillators are used. 
Again the reduction is done in three steps. The results are 
different to those in the CVM due to the anticonmutation rules of 
the b-oscillators. 
(i) At the N level the number P„ of possible configurations 
{s.} is given by 
β -, во 
Π ( 1 + х П " г ) = Ζ P., xN (VII.Ц) 
η=ι :ι=ο
 л 
(ii) The next step is to reduce the set of states characterized 
by the configuration {s.} = {s., s_, ... }. The correspond-
ing state |ψ > is for each к antisymnetric under the ex-
, ° . .. .(k) .(k) .(k) 
change of the indices j. , j. , ..., j 
For each к we can reduce the product into a sum of irreps 
of S0(3). 
If К (i.) is the multiplicity of spin i in the reduction 
of an antisymmetric tensor of rank η, К (¿) only takes 
the values 0 and 1 
4ъ)(о) - K ^ d ) =-4b)(i) =4b)(o) = 1 
all others being zero. Thus 
" (ъ) ί 1 η = 0, 3 
I 4 b ,(t)x 4 = { .
 n
 _ .
 P (VII.5) 
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(iii) The third step is to reduce the product of irreps found in 
this way into a sum of іггерз. This Roes identically to the 
corresponding step in the previous chapter. With S. , being 
the nultiplicity of states with spin Í occurrinR in the re-
duction of the product of irreps with spina t , I , ... we 
still have 
» ι ι •> ¿+1 -I 
л
 *—ζτ—
 Σ 5 u } x χ-? ( ν · 1 1 ) 
i=i x 1 i=o 1 x 
F i n a l l y we combine 
а
ъ ( х , у ) = ζ ζ :і(ъ)'І χ ' У Т^ = 
г=о м=о,з,і,... *
 /
"
1 
» <° { .} „ ¿+і - г 
і - о я - о . І . і , . . .
 { s i } * У"1 
ϊ ( ϊ - 1 ) · . - ΐ ί 
{ S i } 
where И(Ъ), i s t h e n u l t i p l i c i t y of sp in l in t h e reduct ion of 
t h e t e n s o r with the с on fi (curat i on {s.} 
{s.} Ç ( i - i ) a . 4+1 -i 
3
Ъ ( х , у ) - Σ Ζ И(Ъ). 1 x 1 1 V f " " 
4=0 {s.} * У"1 
4= 
/ν\ r ( i - ì ) s . 4+1 -4 
' i J " i ' ' 
Ε Σ Sj [ П К ; Ъ ) ( » )]x І V f 
0 {s.} {4.} * V i=1 S i 1 У λ 
The f a c t o r ПК ( 4 . ) r e s t r i c t s t h e auimaation over {4.} t o t h e eon-
i 
f i g u r a t i o n s present in t h e reduct ion of a {n.} conf igura t ion . 
With t h e h e l p of the p a r t i a l summations obtained in t h e t h r e e 
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steps we can carry out all summations starting with 1: 
3 bU,y) = Ι Σ l Л К ( Ъ )(і.)]х 
Σ(ι-ϊ)3. « j j 
{в.} {Л.} і-1 Зі І j-1 У" 1 
.,. ,, г.+і -i. 
Z(í-ii3. » » ,. » i i 
• ς χ
 1
 π τ к
[ ъ ) ( і . ) * =Ζ 
{s.} i-i i.-o 9i 1 y-1 
« » « ( 1-5)3. /. ч 1 1 
> Π Σ Σ χ
 1
 K ( b )(i.) i =2
 в 
і=1 з.=0 A.=0 Si 1 y -
1 1 
(i i)s 2 -
= Π Σ χ 
і=1 з.=0 'i·4' "i'-' "i· 1 "i1 
1 
-П П+х^-^и^+х
2
^)^!*^)} 
i=1 У 
a
b(x,y) = π (i+xi"ì)(i+yxi"J)(i+ - χ 1 " ^ 
i=1 У 
os oo ¿+1 -i 
- Σ Σ I-Kb)'/ x N У ТУ (VII.6) 
г=о :i=o,J,i,... y" 
NS The total generating function 3 for the total multiplicities 
'I . . . . 
If is given Ъу the product of the two generating functions, 
α m 1+] -i 
^(х,у) = Σ Σ ή ^ JL-Ä- -
N=0 N'-O l, 'l У 1 г2 2 
30 
where we used (V.11) in the opposite direction· 
1,+1 -I, 
„NS/ \ I' 4' ν -ν M / . 4 3 (x,y) = Σ Ε Σ Σ Μ, χ"' * !* Μ (Ъ)х^ χ 
11=0 N'=0 1=0 1=0 1 У 2 
V 1 -г2 
У
 у
:^ = G(x,y)3b(x,y) 
- (1
+
х
П
-^)(1
+
ух
П
-^)(1
+
1х П-^) 
= Π - — Ϊ (VII.7) 
n=1 (l-xn)(l.yxn)(1. 1 χ η) 
Again the limit у •+ 1 gives the total number of solutions of 
equ. (VII.1) 
«Ο Π""? 3 «в oe 
Π (lÜL·-) = r xN Σ (21+1 Ж ? 
η=ι ι-χ
η
 н=о г=о 
NS 
The function G' (χ,y) generates the spin distributions of the 
solutions of (VII.1). However as pointed out in chapter IV, this 
may differ from the distribution of really coupled states due to 
the occurrence of null norm states. As shown in appendix C, in the 
о 
direct channels (M > -5) no null norm states are present in the 
NS 
space of solutions. Therefore G* (хіУ) gives the correct spin mul­
tiplicities for the direct channel. In the crossed channels however 
the set of states given by 
|ψ> - 0 ,|λ> with G |λ> » 0, m > i 
-1 m' * 
have zero norm, but they are the only ones. This can be taken into 
account by multiplying G (χ,y) with the factor 1-х which removes 
exactly this number of spin states. This manoeuvre is possible 
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because Ί ι is a scalar under Lorentz transformations and does not 
-J 
change the spin of a state. 
The crossed channel also differs in so far that two levels do 
not have S0(3) as their little group. Although the tachyonic ground 
state gives no problem (as in the direct channels it is a scalar 
or pseudoscalar state dependent on the convention chosen) the first 
excited level must be treated more carefully since it corresponds 
to massless particles. 
Similarly to the CVM, only the two transversal states of the 
"photon" remain after subtraction of the ghost and null norm states. 
1 
The factor 1-х2 makes this visible by giving 
N(crossed). = 1 
^(crossed)- = -1 · 
As stated before one should handle this level as a photon and 
not worry about the way it shows up in the multiplicities. 
Again one may divide the spectrum according to the parity of 
the states. The parity of this model has a more physical meaning 
since it allows for a quite realistic identification with the phy­
sical (real) spectrum, at least for the lower levels [Ne 71 ] · 
The parity defined by TIeveu and Schwarz satisfies 
Ρ a
1
 Ρ = -J-
n n
 (VII.8) 
Ρ b 1 Ρ = Ъ 1 
m m 
Moreover in the shifted Fock space T„ where the pion (ground 
state) is represented by the vacuum we have 
p|o> = -|o> (VII.9) 
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Since only t h e number of a-operatore d e t e m i n e a the p a r i t y we 
obtain 
G N S (x,y) =• - Π — J C = 
n-i ( i + x n ) ( i + y x n } ( i + - 2 . x n ) 
^ 1+1 -I 
= ι M" X" У ТУ ( V I I . I O ) 
Ν , г
 у 
where 
^N "!( + ) N(-) 
1 1 1 
¡rj - TiJ(+) + N J ( - ) (VII. 11) 
NS MS . . . . N(±) 
Again G and G determine the m u l t i p l i c i t i e s ÎI of s t a t e s with 
d e f i n i t e sp in and p a r i t y completely. 
For the crossed channel one has t o be carefu l s ince 
Ρ G Ρ « -G (VII.12) 
m ra 
Consequently, whereas 
:}NS(crossed) » (l-xJ)GNS (VII. 13a) 
one has 
GNS(crossed) = (l+xJ)GNS (VII.13b) 
. . . . N(+) 
Although one may find the multiplicities N by expanding 
NS ^NS the functions G and G , also here it appears to be useful to 
derive recurrence relations. The recurrences take their simplest 
form if they are written with the help of the "integrated" multi-
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... Л plicitiea 3, 
0 N = Σ Ί Ν 
4ί
 ¿ο 4+i 
They obey 
Q"¿ • Q_t (vu. 15) 
. , . Τ "Vfí 
and the multiplicities N and Ч сгш be found back with 
N N = Q N - Q N 
"a
 Ч
І
 4¿+i 
л, Ij \ та V J 
•'í " Qt - q¿+i (VII. 16) 
Ν These nunbers Q' are the coefficients in the expansions 
G = Σ Σ Q χ y 
Tj=0 4=-» 
α·^ = Ε Ε (С χ y"· (VII.IT) 
ìl=0 4=-« 
Similarly to what we did with G(x,y) we obtain for G' (x,y) 
x^y-DG^ix.xy) = О - у х Л х . у ) (VII. 18) 
This then results in the recurrence relation 
ί - 4! • ίΐ+1 - i"*"1 <™-ы 
81* 
. . . Ν Ί 
which enables us to calculate the multiplicities Q' except the Ql 
since for 4=0 we have an identity. 
With the help of equs. (D.I,2,3) one derives a parabola type 
of recurrence relation to calculate the 1=0 -multiplicities. The 
result is 
_ . , a+Jn(n+l)
n
Ii-34(<l+l)-in(n+l)
 =
 . . 
n=0 1 = — l • ) · 0 N · 5 
(VII.20) 
Together with equs. (VII.15), ( ІІ.іб) and (VII.19) it ßives a 
. . . M 
complete set of equations to calculate the multiplicities N . 
Similarly one obtains for the Q' 
4 --^іЖ*1^*"1 ( ν ι ι · 2 ΐ ) 
Σ Г (_)4+sn(n+l)£N-i(i+l)-än(n+l)
 = 
n=0 t=— 2Í 
Σ
 (-^^β« 2
+ 1 + 6 „ 2., .,) (VII.22) 
N,m +jm Ν,m +jra+j 
which together with (VII.15) and ( ІІ.іб) form a complete set to 
calculate all N.. The results are given in Tables V-VI. 
From (VII.19) one sees that because 
Çp = 0 if t>N+s or i<-N-i , 
we have for i >JN+1 a saturation', 
QN = d11"1 4i Ч 4 - 1 
Θ5 
Then also, for I large enough, 
N "1-1 
ί = τ ; . ; (VII.23) 
Similarly above a saturation boundary one has 
Qj = -Q.l_\ (VII. 21*) 
Combininß this with (VII.23) we get 
^ ( + )
 = ,,N+1(-) „
 я
Я
+
2(*) (VII.25) 
Ν 
which із valid roughly in the region I > ·=• . One can find this back 
in the tatoles. 
Although for the crossed channels similar recurrence relations 
can be found, the multiplicities can be found in a simpler way once 
the N are known. With 
^ ( c r o s s e d ) = N J ( ± ) - ή- 1«*) 
one can calculate them directly. They are displayed for the lower 
levels in Tables VII and VIII. 
Finally one remark about isospin and O-parity. In the Че еи-
Schwarz-nodel [lie 71 ] itself a complete identification is made 
with the real spectrum. Except parity also G-parity and isospin are 
taken into account. One could handle such quantum numbers also with 
generating functions as is done in this thesis. One merely has to 
define the appropriate multiplicities and calculate the expansions 
which will turn out to be sums of generating functions as in the 
text. Since one does not learn anything from doing so, and because 
in our amplitudes quantum numbers of this kind do not mean anything 
one may consider it as an exercise; we have not done it. 
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Table V 
.i-I The multiplicities Ν' 
1 
1 
0 
2 
0 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
1 
I. 
7 
3 
3 
б 
12 
h 
1 
k 
13 
16 
9 
3 
7 
22 
2U 
15 
1 
h 
16 
31 
Ui 
18 
0 1/2 1 3/2 2 5/2 3 7/2 
Table VI 
The multiplicities И' . 
From Tables V and VI the multiplicities U 
traction. 
:N(-) 
U 9/2 
can be found by sub-
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
0 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
6 
2 
1 
2 
7 
θ 
5 
1 
1* 
10 
13 
6 
0 
2 
7 
16 
19 
10 
1/2 1 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 
-• :i 
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Table VII 
The multiplicitiea for the crossed channels 
Я
;
( + ,(crossed) » *H + U W 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
k 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1» 
5 
2 
1/2 1 3/2 2 5/2 3 7/2 1» 
+ Π 
Table VIII 
.:<(-), The multiplicities N* (crossed ) - „jw-^iw 
+ 3 
2 
1 
0 1 
0 
1 
0 
1/2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
3/2 
1 
0 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
0 
5/2 
1 
1 
3 
0 
3 
0 
0 
3 
2 
2 
7/2 
-> 
1 
1 
5 
3 
Ц 
1* 
N 
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C H A P T E R Vi l i 
THE RAîlOriD SPECTRUM 
The techni<iue as developed in chapter3 V-VII t o study the spec-
t r a of our dual amplitudes can be appl ied t o other models as w e l l · 
We w i l l take one more example, namely the Ramond model [ Ra 71] , 
which ia of current i n t e r e s t in dual model theory because i t i n -
volves fermions, i s s t rong ly connected with the "Jeveu-Schwarz model 
and can be used t o b u i l d fermion-fermion amplitudes 
[01 T3, 3c 7 3 a , Co 7 3 ] . 
Let us descr ibe the main poin ts of t h i s model. In addi t ion to 
the a - o s c i l l a t o r s Ramond introduced a se t of anticommuting c rea t ion 
and ann ih i l a t i on opera tors d and d . m = 1,2, . . . 
" m ra ' · * 
μ μ 
{d , d+ } = g ί 
V \ e ^ m . n (VIII.1) 
<dm - d n > • { < - < > = 0 μ ν μ ν 
which commute with t h e a - o p e r a t o r s . 
The space of phys ica l s t a t e s i s given by t h e equations 
(F
o
-m)|i|i> = 0 
^ i l * " = 0 } η - 1,2, . . . (VIII .2) 
Ρ
η
|ψ> = 0 
where F and L are operators b i l i n e a r in t h e c r e a t i o n and a n n i h i -
m m
 r 
lation operators and moreover operators in the Dirac spinor space. 
They satisfy 
{F
m· V = - 2 Lm
+
n 
iLm. F„l « ( f - ^ V n (VIII-3) 
[L
m
, L
n
] = (m-n)L
ra+n+
 c
m
6
m + n f 0 
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The s t a t e |ψ> i s b u i l t up with t h e c r e a t i o n operators a and 
+ . . . u 
d froa the vacuuia in Dirac SOinor space . 
Аз remarked by Ramond the s o l u t i o n s of equation (VIII .2) are 
of the forra 
|ψ> = (F
o
+m)|ui> with i = 1,2 (VIII.Ц) 
where |u.> is a U-spinor state with nonzero element in the i 
coluran only. It satisfies 
(L +m2)lu.> = 0 (VIII.5) 
о ' ι 
and the gauge condi t ions 
[2L +(F -m)F ] | u . > = 0 η = 1 , 2 , . . . (VIII .6) 
η ο η ' 1 
Remark that it does not need to satisfy 
L |u.> = 0 and F |u.> = 0 separately. 
η' ι η' 1 f J 
But alternatively one can find the solutions of equ. (VIII.2) 
by considering the states |u.>; i = 1,2,3,^, requiring the condi­
tions 
(L +n )|u.> = 0 
о ' ι 
^'"i" = 0 } n=1,2, ... (VIII.7) 
F |u.> = 0 
η
1
 ι 
and then projecting out the positive energy solutions. Suppose 
|u(o)> is a solution of equ. (VIII.7). Then a solution of equ. 
(VIII.2) is given by 
|ψ(α)> - (F
o
+ra)|u(o)> (VIII.8) 
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This last Drocedure is easier to handle. The gauge operators L and 
η 
F effectively remove one of the Lorentz modes of the creation ope­
rators. That is, the space of solutions of equ. (VIII.7) can be 
built with two sets of three-component creation operators. As al­
ready remarked by Brower and Friedman I 3i 73] the construction of 
such sets is identical to that of the N.S.M. generating algebra 
(see appendix C) except for some simple replacement. 
Λ similar theorem as for the two spectra treated in chapters 
V and VII is also valid here. A basis for the solutions of equ. 
(VIII.7) can be written in the cm.-system as 
i'D i i 1 ) iS2) ^ 
I f К + 1 + "i + 1 ,+ ι о
ъ |u(oi;> = a ...a a ... d. ... |u.> 
(VIII.9) 
+ |tail> 
where 
i ^ = 1 2 λ 
The states |u.> are the four unit ground state U-spinors and 
the |tail> is a sum of states all of which have at least one zeroth 
component oscillator. This statement is valid for real positive 
mass. There is a discrete set of imaginary values of the mass where 
there are solutions containing no leading tern as in (VIII.9). As 
in the foregoing models the truth of these last remarks does not 
influence the spin structure ая indicated by the given basis of 
solutions. This follows from a similar (if not identical) reasoning 
as the one in chapter V. 
Since the states |u.> in (VIII.9) can be considered purely 
additional with respect to the spin structure of the states 
|u(o)> we first restrict ourselves to the case where the spacelike 
creation operators act on a scalar vacuum. Exactly similar to the 
N.S.M. one can find the generating function of the spin multiplici­
ties by first reducing the symmetric and antisymmetric parts and 
then reducing the product of the remaining independent irreps. 
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I-5 І 
x has to be replaced by χ . The result can be written down imme-
The only difference is that in the derivation of equ. (VIII.6) 
χ ~
i
 has 
diately 
- (1+хП)(1+ухП)(1+ - χ11) - - .... 1+1 -Í 
•^ = Σ t V'V1 ^  = £ — (VIII. 10) 
' η \ ,,_- „_- * y— 1 n-1 (l.xn)(l-yxn)(l. Ι χ η ) U=0 4-0  У "
ΓΙ . . . . 
where V is the multiplicity of spin I at level Я. 
Since •— (F +m) projects out only the positive energy solutions 
we effectively have to multiply each spin representation with one 
spin 2 state. 
are given by 
ι . . . 'I . 
Thus the total multiplicities W. in the Ramond model 
J 
W. a V. ι + V., (VIII.11) 
J J-5 J+S 
It follows that 
- (l
+
x
n)(l
+
yxn)(l
+
lxn) - -
 v
j
+
; -(j
+
l) 
G (x,y)= Π ϊ = Σ Σ Г.'х- i ϊ. 
n=1 (l-xn)(l-yxn)(l--lxn) 11=0 j = í J y. i 
(VIII .12) 
In the l i m i t y -* 1 we have 
ce η 3 οο β 
2 Π ( Ü ï - ) = Σ Σ (2ο + ΐ ) Λ : Ι ( V I I I . 13) 
η=1 1-χη N=0 j=5 J 
Of course to each positive energy solution there corresponds 
a negative energy solution. 
ρ 
Although one may expand the generating function G in order to 
N 
obtain the multiplicities '.f., also here we give a set of recurrence 
V 
relations. 
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Define the "integrated" multiplicities Z. 
00 
z
1
.
1
 = l ' Л . ( V I I I . 1U) 
J
 i=0 J 
TI 4 
ζ . = ζ . . 
J -.1 
They s a t i s f y 
„R 
ш
 - 'i :; y^-y-íi^ x,y)= с ς zyr^L. 
- +» -j
 N J + 3 
= Σ Σ Ζ.χ Ί - τ τ -
,
ί = 0 < j = . e J У*1 
( V i l i . 1 5 ) 
From 
(y+1)(l-yx)G R (x,y) = ( y - l ) ( l + x y ) a R ( x , x y ) ( V i l i . 1 6 ) 
one оЪtains 
z^z
1 ?-]
 + z
! y + i - z ? - ^ (Vili.17) 
Equ. (Vi l i .17) t u r n s i n t o an i d e n t i t y for j = 5 and one has t o 
4 develop another r e l a t i o n t o determine ΖΊ. 
Using t h e r e l a t i o n s (D. I,1*,5) which convert t h e i n f i n i t e p r o ­
ducts i n t o i n f i n i t e sums, one can rewr i te (VIII,15) as an equat ion 
between two i n f i n i t e summations s i m i l a r t o what we did in chapter 
V. After comparison of the c o e f f i c i e n t s we get 
г ν I ^+J-J7M-m -¿(j -с) _ с r 
П1=—ев j s
e
«
 w
 • » 
integer half integer (VIII.18) 
a set of relations between multiplicities lying on parabolas in 
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the [ Ν,,]] plane from which the ΖΊ can be calculated. 
'i ? 4 
From the set of Z. the multiplicities V'. are found with 
J J 
w? = zrJ - z'¡ (VIII. 19) 
J J J 
M 
With equations (VIII.lU,17,18,19) we can find all V". (see 
Table IX for the lower levels). 
From (VIII.17) saturation of the multiplicities follows for 
Ò > | + 2 
W. = ',r.' (VIII. 20) 
J J + 1 
One also l ikes to attach parity to the different spin represen-
t a t i o n s . There are two possible independent par i t i e s Ρ and ?„ 
given by 
P, a1 P. = a 1 
1 n
 '
 n
 ( V I I I . 2 1 ) 
P. d 1 P, = - d 1 I n i η 
and 
Ρ a* P p = -a|¡ 2 n 2 n
 (VIII.22) 
P
2
d n P 2 = 4 
However, a parity operator has to commute with the projection opera-
tor -s— (F +m). Since [ P . , F ] ¿ 0 for i = 1,2, the correct parity 
2m o i " o 
operator i s Ρ = P.Pg 
[ P , F ] = 0 . (VIII.23) 
• о 
. . . N(P) . . 
Let us therefore define the multiplicities W. of definite level, 
J 
spin and parity P. Since the parity of a state is determined by the 
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number of a and d-operatora used, one finds a generat ing function 
for t h e d i f ference of p o s i t i v e and negat ive p a r i t y m u l t i p l i c i t i e s 
by changing n ( 1 + x n ) ( l + y x n ) ( 1 + l x n ) i n t o Π( 1-xn) ( 1-yxn) ( 1- 1 x n ) 
V У 
and v ice v e r s a . 
Thus, 
η -
1
 « +- ^ J + 2 
IS (x,y)] = Σ Σ 'Г. ¿—r (Vili.21*) 
N=0 ¡=-т J у- -
with 
W1! = wrî( + )-M :. I (" ) (Vi l i .25) 
J J J 
Again a complete set of recurrence relations can be found. 
Define 
Ζ. = Σ (-)1 w: . (Vili.26) 
J i=0 J ^ 
Then 
¿1 . = — ¿J . 
0 -J 
J J-1 j-1 J 
r ^N-jn(n-l) _ , ,m, . 
n=_oo — _n m=-» 
integer 
•VM tv t-a 
U. = Ζ. + Z\, ( ІІІ.2Г) 
J J J + 1 
tIJ 
provide us with all multiplicities W'.. We can now split up the 
J 
whole spectrum into states with definite parity. 
Also saturation is present for the states of definite parity. 
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For N large enough one has 
Аэ mentioned, the operators P. and P_ are not parity operators. 
But they can be used to prove a remarkable property of the Ranond 
multiplicities. Since the spectrum is isomorphic to the spectrum 
of leading terms, let us look at the latter. On these states, P. 
and P. have eigenvalues +1 or -1. 
Let us therefore define the multiplicities V'. (Ρ ,Ρ«) of definite 
spin, level and eigenvalues of P. and P« 
Η
!
ί = vtf( + ,+)+ \ Λ
 +
 , - )
+
 'Л(-,+ >+ vr'(-,-) (Vili.29) 
J J J J u 
The Ρ .-value of a state is determined by the number of d-
operators used. Changing П(1+хП)(1+ух )(l+— x n) into 
η η 1 η 
Π(1-х )(1-ух )(1- — χ ) would provide us with a generating function 
for the difference of positive and negative P. eigenvalue multipli­
cities. Similarly for P„. Thus 
,-
 Z х^ [ мК(*, + )+Л + , - ) - ^(- І +)-Л-,-)] 
N,j y- -; J J J J 
J+i 
τ»
 Σ х
-
І
і1_['Л(
 +
 ,
+
)-^(н-,-)
+
-.п'(-,
+
 )-^(-,-)] 
N.J У -
from which we find that 
wJc,-> = vrj(.,
+
) 
W'7( + , + ) = ν:ί(-,-)+δ (6 -5 ) (VIII.30) 
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Since 
*'t + ) ·τ -г 
w, = ί.·(+,+) + '/.'(-,-) 
= 2' 
and 
J u J d 
. .
 TI(P) 
all iiultiplicities \1. are even, except for the ground state. 
J 
Even the leading trajectory is degenerated, although this could be 
seen in a much simpler way. 
Table IX 
The m u l t i p l i c i t i e s '.-/. of the Ranond "lodel 
J 
2 
9 
2 
7 
2 
I 
2 
3 
2 
1 
"2 1 
2 
2 
2 
6 
6 
2 
8 
16 
16 
2 
8 
21» 
U2 
36 
2 
8 
26 
61* 
98 
80 
•* N 
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DlSC'JSSIOri 
Let us finally review the work described in this thesis and 
discuss it. 
In the first part (Chapters III and IV) we construct an ex­
tension of the C.V.Îl. and the If.S.Mt to amplitudes containinß also 
particles with a nass different from the original one. The nodel 
includes a new spectrin of particle states, all of which have a 
real nass. The virtue of these models is that there appear to be 
no ghost states in the model although two different spectra are 
connected. The critical dimension decreases by one. 
There are certain bounds to our construction. As indicated in 
chapter III it is not possible to enlarge the total state spectrum 
with still another ground state: the two newly added states need to 
have the same confomal spin and both are excited states of the 
sane ground state. Iloreover they have to be nearest neighbours in 
the order of particles. An analysis of amplitudes in which the 
strange particles are not next to each other shows that there are 
ghosts in the internal spectra. A similar feature appears if one 
connects the ГІ.З.М. and the Ramond nodel into a "pion-quark" 
model [lie 71 , Th 71]. Also there it is not possible to define 
amplitudes with the Ramond vertices placed at random in the chain, 
without introducing ghosts into the model. One finally has succeeded 
in the construction of a ghostfree four-fermion amplitude 
[01 73, Sc 73 , Co 73] by insertion of a projection operator at all 
channels where needed in order to avoid ghosts. Such a projection 
operator is known only for the critical dimension of the model 
(d=10). For the C.V.M. also a projection operator is known [ Bk 73], 
but again only for the critical dimension, at least in a form that 
can be handled. But for dimensions less than the mentioned critical 
dimensions such projection operators are only formally known. Once 
such operators are known one may expect that it will appear possible 
9fl 
to use similar techniques in order to construct amplitudes which 
are based upon the amplitudes of the first part of this theses, 
but which involve only real mass particles. This remains for future 
investigation. 
Apart from the possible presence of shosts another unpleasant 
feature mars the field of dual models. As soon as all ghosts have 
been removed, there are tachyons. In some models there is a way 
out. The simplest idea is to consider only a subset of all possi-
ble states. In the Neveu-Schwarz model the tachyonic ground state 
has negative S-parity. If one considers only the states and part-
icles with positive G-parity the tachyon will never couple and 
therefore cannot be seen. Another trick has been introduced in the 
same model by Halpern and Thorn [Ha 71] , who add a fifth component 
to the momentum in such a way that the masses of all negative 
3-parity states move simultaneously upwards. 
In the last case a lot of new scalar and pseudoscalar part-
icles are introduced. With both methods the massless vector meson 
remains. It is not always possible to use one of these ideas. In 
our model of Chapter IV, where we used the Neveu-Schwarz formalism, 
both tricks can be used to remove the tachyons, but the massless 
vector mesons will remain. The same thing cannot be done with the 
amplitude of Chapter III. 
In every new ghostfree dual model the tachyons show up and 
require a trick to get rid of them. They present a serious disease 
of this branch of elementary particle physics and it will take a 
clever doctor to cure it. It is also this shortcoming of our 
amplitudes that makes any comparison with experiment highly un-
realistic. 
The second part is devoted to an analysis of the spectra of 
our amplitudes with respect to their spin contents. Generating 
functions are derived which have as the coefficients in a power 
series the numbers of particles with definite mass, spin and pari-
ty. These functions appear to have quite an elegant form. Moreover 
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one afterwards discovers how easily they could have been predicted 
fron the generating function of the total multiplicities of possi­
ble states. 
In our analysis we have restricted ourselves to the usual 
space-time (d=U). For higher dimensions it is not possible to label 
the irreps of the little .-jroup as sinply as with spin. One has to 
find the Young-diagrams at any level and a description with ex­
clusion of any degeneracy of label requires a larger number of 
variables in the generating function· 
Although a simple generating function can be found for the 
multiplicities, it is not self-evident that also the states them­
selves can be constructed in a easy way. On the contrary, given a 
leading term there is still no general expression known for the 
tail. 
One may use the spectrum generating algebra of Appendices 3 
and C, but it appears to be quite a job to calculate a state with 
these operators, due to the fact that any of these operators is а 
series expansion of infinite length. Moreover the connection be­
tween such states and the little group representations is complete­
ly lost because the operators in the spectrum generating 
algebra change the direction of the momentum. 
It should be possible to use the generating functions for a 
prediction about the spin distribution of the physical particles 
at high energies. For the total multiplicities this can be done 
with the help of the saddle-point method. The integration in­
volved is along the unit circle and has a main saddle-point along 
its path. If one deals with two variables two integrations have 
to be carried out. Consequently one deals with a twofold saddle-
point which in our case is on the real axis. Since the paths a-
cross this point are along the circles of integration the answer 
is imaginary. Of course one could handle the saddle-point method 
in one variable and afterwards carry out the integration of the 
other variable directly. The difficulty with this procedure is 
100 
that the first step needs such high energies to give a reliable 
answer, that the second step does not make sense any longer. The 
result contains unneglectible probabilities for particles with 
very high spin· For comparison with the physical spectrum the 
results are useless. 
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A P P E Ï J D I X A 
The purpose of this first part of the appendix is to describe 
the structure of a space with an indefinite metric as it occurs in 
dual resonance models and to show some of the statements in the 
text about such spaces in a more mathematical way. 
The possible intermediate states in the amplitude of chapter 
III are of the form 
+ + + + I 
El* clл · · · 9,- Ел · · · | U |iC' 
μ1 U2 V1 V2 
with p|0,k> = k|0,k>. 
The mass shell equation (L +J
n
)U> = 0 fixes the value of 
2 2 . 0 0 2 + 
m = -к for each eigenvalue of L -ρ = Ζ η a .a . If we call this 
ο η
 η n 
eigenvalue M we have 
n
2
 = -k 2 = J
s
+:i ; N = 0,1,2,... 
Due to the commutators la «a 1= g the space of possible states 
η / η
υ
'
 &
υν 
is nondegenerate but does not have a positive definite scalar pro­
duct. However the states of the form 
s> = L λ> 
are decoupled. These states form a subspace of the total internal 
space. Let us study such a configuration. 
Let V be a linear vector space on which a nondeßenerate, her-
mitian scalar product 3(x,y) is defined. And let U be a subspace 
of V and IT the orthogonal complement of U, that is the space of 
all vectors of V orthogonal to U. Then dim U + dim IT = dim V, 
If the restriction 3 of 3 to U is again nondegenerate, we 
simply have V = U ® U and U Π и = {о}. But if В is degenerate 
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one has to be careful. The intersection D = U Π 'j contains at 
least one vector, and the restriction of D to D ia the trivial one: 
3(x,y) = 0 for all x,y e D. 
Take a basis of 'J such that 3.. is diagonal. The basis vectors 
corresponding to the zero diagonal elements are a basis of D, Since 
3 itself is nondeßenerate, to each basis vector d of D a vector d' 
of V can be found with Β^,ά') = 0. These vectors d' can be taken 
such that they are orthogonal to (U U U )/D. 
In fact a basis of V can be chosen such that with respect to 
the decomposition V = U/D ® D ® U /D ® D' D takes the fona β 
where g and g' are nonsinßular diagonal matrices. 
If v. and u. are the basisvectors of U/D and IT/D, and d. and 
1 1 ' 1 
d! the basis vectors of D and D', the unit decomposition can be 
written as 
Iv.xv.l lu.xu.l |d.><d!l ld!><d.l 
i i i i 1 1 i i 
where <a|b> stands for 3(alb). 
In the model of chapter III we have for U all states of the 
form 
|s> = L |λ> 
and for U the solutions of L |ψ> = 0 for all n. Since D С и the 
η ' 
unit expansion has besides the physical contributing states only 
terms with at least one spurious s t a t e . 
The same structure is present in the amplitude of chapter IV. 
юз 
А Р Р Е Ч Э І Х В 
Here we study t h e spectrum of the CVH. The o s c i l l a t o r s and the 
nonentum are taken t o be d-dimensional. 
The space of spurious s t a t e s c o n s i s t s of l i n e a r conbination 
of s t a t e s of the type 
λ λ , λ, 
ι . - ш
 τ
 m— ι
 τ
 ι ι „ 
ψ> = L L , ,ν ... L , 0> 1 γ
 -η -(η-1) -1' 
со 
The states |ψ> with fixed Я = .Σ ίλ. are independent for 
d > 2. If d = 1 (timelike), dependences occur for certain values 
of the momentun. 
Because of the mentioned independence of states, a basis of 
the spurious subspace at level "I and for d > 2 is given by the set 
of (ordered) states |з> 
1 ls> = L Ш ... L ,| ,\-пі> 1
 -m - 1 ' 
where Ç ІХ. = m; m = 1,2, . . . , 'A and |v,:i-m> i s p h y s i c a l , i . e . 
orthogonal t o the spurious s t a t e s a t l e v e l П-т. 
I f Td(ï0 i s the t o t a l number of s t a t e s a t l e v e l Π and T p h y S ( î l ) 
i s the number of phys ica l s t a t e s , one counts 
Td(N) = T p h y 3 ( : i ) + Σ T ^ k j T ^ ^ Í H - k ) 
k=1 
N 
= z T 1 (k )T S h 3 r a (N-k) ( B . I ) 
k=0 
according to the given decomposition. Τ (Ν) is given by the gener­
ating function 
fd(x) = Л 2—r = Σ Т^Юх" (В.2) 
n-1 (1-хпГ N=0 
ιοί* 
After i n s e r t i o n i n t o (B.I) we obtain 
f d ( x ) = Ζ Ζ T 1 (k)T p h y S (4 .k)x T Í 
N=0 k=0 
= Σ т\шк Ζ Т р Ь у 5 ( £ ) х г 
к=0 і=0 
= с\х). ζ трЬу5(г)хг 
1=0 
Obviously f " (χ) is a generating function for Τ y (:i). The number 
of physical states is equal to the total number of states usins a 
set of operators with d-1 components. 
We now give the construction of such a set. The equations were 
L0U> = (1-Β)|ψ> 
L |ψ> = 0, η > 1 (В.З) 
2 
where 6 = 0 for the crossed channels and 6 = 1 + îl for the direct 
channels. First we choose a special Lorentz frame for our solutions. 
Define the momenta 
к = (J; 0,0, ... 0, Ì) 
ρ = (0; 0,0, ... 0, 1) (3.U) 
A ground state with momentum ρ = ρ -Pk satisfies (В.З). Similarly 
an "I times excited state with momentum ρ = ρ -ßk-'Jk satisfies the 
nass equations. 
First notice that V(k,z) can be written as 
v(k,z) = .'»•аЫ (B.5, 
with 
Q (z)= ^ ϋ . /2 о in z + Σ - ^ - ζ-"- Ζ -ϋϋ ζη 
u
 /2 u η-1 η η=1 η (3.6) 
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2 . . 
Because к = 0 , n o m a i o rdenn í ; i s no problem· Define now 
V z ) = - г і У г ) = " " η 2 " ( Β · Τ ) 
n=-«> μ 
Instead of taking ζ real we nay also take ζ complex on the unit 
circle. Define the operators 
Α
π
= 2 Ϊ Γ ? І^ ^ (zMrik.z) i=l,2,...,d-2 (3.8) 
m integer 
The integration is along a closed contour around z=0. If Λ acts 
on a state with monentun ρ = ρ -Bk the operator is well defined 
since the only possible branchpoint cones from ζ and 
2k.ρ = 2k.ρ =1. Decause Ρ (ζ) contains only "transversal" compo­
nents of the oscillators Λ is normal ordered. 
η 
The important property of Λ is 
IK'Ò S-ÖZT?T· <z77 (z 'VUMmk.z))} = 0 (3.9) 
η η ¿πι ζ αζ 
Thus the states |ψ> with 
·· a-2 . η,ι 
|φ> = Π Π Α 1 Ι ρ = ρ -ßk> 
η=1 i=1 
s a t i s f y equ. ( 3 . 3 ) . 
Let us f i r s t s implify t h e n o t a t i o n 
<0> = 2 7 Г ^ Г 0 ( z ) 
±
 / 2 d-1 о 
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i i - . Then A = <P e > s a t i s f i e s 
η 
.+ 
ι 
«ι «ι 
Λ = А 
Λ^|ρ> = 0 m > 0 (В.10) 
le need one nore component for the oscillators. The construc­
tion (D.3) can of course be generalized to d components. 3ut 
<? e "> = δ . 
m.O 
and the other, <P e ">, is not normal ordered. Since normal or­
dering malíes the commutator with L unequal to zero wc have to add 
η 
a correction term. The wanted operator is [ 3r 72] 
Ay;=-<J:{P.,e "}:>+£ <P_1Í' e "> + β (3.11) 
m + ¿ — — π,О 
• d - 1 1 
where Ρ = -ζ -г- ? and Ρ = ,^ . ι ι can be expanded. 
μ dz μ - 1+k(ζ ) i 
Then 
[L
ra
,A^+)] = 0 (3.12) 
Л
(
'
,
'
)|р> = 0 η > 1 (В.13) 
Ао
+)|г» = S|p> (D.IU) 
A(
:
)+
 =
Л
і
+ )
 (Β·15) 
—m m 
The states created by the set of (d-1)-component oscillators 
(A , A ) form a complete set of solutions of equ. (В.З). For a 
ram 
proof of completeness see ref . [ Br 72] . 
ют 
The complete a lgebra i s 
[ A 1 , AJ1 = ra δ. .6 _,_ . (В.16) 
га' η i , j m+n,0 
[.V\ A[+)] = т л І + п (В. 17) 
π η π+η 
[Α ( + ) ,Λ ( + ) ] = (ift-njA^'+ande 2 -!)« ^ . (Β. 18) 
m η π+η m+n
 a
 и 
with the boundary condi t ions 
A i + ) l V 6 k > = "ІРо-віо 
(3.19) 
Α
1
 Ι υ -ßk> = О 
о ' " о 
А
І ІРо-Р
к > = 0
 . ^ , 
r + ì } m > 1 
A1· '\p -flk> = 0 
m ^ o 
Let us f i r s t d iagonal ize t h i s a lgebra by def in ing 
Â( + ) = A( + ) - J l S : А ^ , А\ : (3.20) 
n
 £ = _ i - , n + 4 - * 
vhere the normal ordering involves complete A-operators. Then 
ІЛ
1
, Â(+)] = 0 (3.21) 
m η 
И1+),А1+)]= (in-n)Ä^+ % â m(m2-l)6n+n . (B.22) 
га η m+n i¿ n+ntu 
Ä^ ',')|p> = 3|p> (3.23) 
The most general solution of (3.3) is now 
|
Ψ
> = n_ (A^·1) ¿у . . . ι[γ |p
o
.sk> 
100 
CD d~2 co 
and J = Z l m\ . + Σ jv. c h a r a c t e r i z e s the l e v e l . The t o t a l 
in=1 i=1 · j = 1 2 2 
Ttionentun of |ψ> i s ρ -ßk-IIk and thus -p = t! + N = s . 
Because of the diafjonalization of the a lgebra , the space can be 
en as a d i r ec t product of the space created by the t ransver 
opera tors and the space created by the long i tud ina l operators A 
wr i t t e  v s v e r s a l 
[< + ) . 
m 
The first space is positive definite because the transversal oper-
ators have coranutators as if they were sinple spacelike creation 
operators. Consequently it is completely due to the algebra (3.22), 
that the space of solutions is not positive definite. 
Decause the calculation of the matrix elements of the metric 
tensor depends only on the algebra, it nay be done in an isomorphic 
representation. In some cases such a representation can be found. 
rfe distinguish the followins cases. 
+« 26-d . . 
1 < d < 25 The operators ü , defined by X = j Σ Ζ ra1, aV, : 
r
 m·
 J
 m , . , -к n+k 
satisfy 
[ £ , £ ] - (flMi)JC
 х
 + % â ni(m2-l)6 __
 n m' η m+n 12 m+n,0 
2 
The isomorphism is completed by settins α = 20 so 
that 
Χ |0> = г a |0> = p|o> . 
о' о 
Because all a's involved are spacelike no ghost 
states occur. However the states in this isomorphic 
space, obtained by the action of JC on the vacuum, 
are not all or always independent. We subdivide: 
SîO, d < 2h. All states are independent. 'Jo zero norm 
states occur. 
8^0, d = 25. 'low the operators £ involve one-dimen-
ra 
sional a . Dependences occur for special 
values of β. 
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3=0, d < 25. Неге α = 0 and thus £ , 10> = 0. This 
μ 
causes a se t of zero nom s t a t e s t o 
occur. The s t a t e s b u i l t UTJ with JC 
-π 
(m > 2) are independent again. The only 
zero nom s t a t e s are t h e r e f o r e 
U> = Π(Λ )Λ , '\Ώ> = Π(Λ )L ,|τ>-Κ> 
—η •· ι —η — 1 
= ι ,_ 1 | λ> . 
The isonorphism is not possible any nore. 'Je subdivide: 
3^0 3hosts occur for any β, as can be seen fron an 
analysis of the subspace consisting of 
|φ > = Ä( + )|p> and luv = Я( + ) Л ( + )|р> with 1 r1 -m ' r ' 2 η-m -n '-
m > 2n > 0. 
3=0 The subspace has a netric tensor G Ξ 0. The 
operators Λ act as gauge operators. 
There are i^ hosts for all values of β as can be seen 
from an analysis of the states A . |p> , Λ |p> and 
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Α Ρ Ρ Η "Τ D Ι Χ С 
In this section of the appendix we repeat the construction of 
the spectrun generating algebra for the 'ISil. 
The spurious states in the internal space of the aaplitude of 
chapter IV are of the form 
|s> = L |λ> or |t> = 0 Ιλ^ 1
 -η
1
 ' -m' 
A similar decomposition of the spurious subspace as in appen­
dix 3 is possible· For d > 2 a basis is given at level Ί by the set 
of (ordered) states |s> 
|э> = L ' ... L , - , ... - . 
' -m -1 -X -j .! э-я ··· 3.1 І ."-Я> 
where m = Ι ί λ . + Σ Κμ. (μ. = 0,1) and |ν,*Ι-π> i s orthogonal t o 
the spurious s t a t e s a t l e v e l 4-m. 
The t o t a l nunber of s t a t e s T„„(N) i s given by 
ι a 
fj (X) = π ( и х П 7 = П ТІ.(Н)ХП . Í S
 n=1 ( l - x n ) d îI-0 IS 
Similarly to the classical Veneziano model one derives that 
the number T^„^(îl) of physical states is given by f " (χ). Aßain 
we have to construct a set of d-1 component oscillators to build up 
the space of physical states. The construction is similar. We give 
the results. 
Take again the vectors к and ρ as in (D.U). Consider the 
u о μ
 ν 
shifted mass equation 
L
o
|*> = (ί-β)|ψ> (C.I) 
ρ 
where 3 = 0 for the crossed channels and β = з + M for the direct 
ni 
channels. Using the notation 
5 = -z І- 0(z) 
az 
one has [ Br 73] for the t r a n s v e r s a l components 
. n^_ . n3 
Λ
1
 = <? 1e " - η ^ Η e "> η i n t e g e r 
η 
. τ sCÌ . ι sQ . . - -f s4 
3 = <P Η Р " г е "> - <H 1? 2e "> -a <H ¡I H P e "> 
s - - - - - — 
s ha l f i n t ege r 
Again these opera tors are wel l defined i f they act on the 
ground s t a t e | θ , ρ = ρ -¿k-ßk> s ince 2k.ρ = 1. Moreover they 
s a t i s f y 
[a , A1! = o 
η ' η 
m* s 
The longitudinal components need again a correction term be­
cause of the normal ordering. 
nQ nQ _ . , nQ 
Л^  ' = -<г:{?,.,e "}:>+n<:HIIe :>+ ^ < Ρ Ρ 'e > 
η
 +
 + — ¿ 
.2 . , nQ 
В 
s 
1
- <ЫР
+
,е n<:H H"- --^ilOn-
1
-
rr
 <H Η Ρ" e "> + i 6 2 r 
( \ ι SQ 1 зч . ~ 'ρ a"i 
v ;
 = -<ЫР
+
,Н_Р"
5
е "}:>+<H
+
P^e ">+J<:H
+
H_H_:P_ e "> 
-Ьч 
-
 I
 . . - ^
 s!i 
+ ^
 <[H_H_H_P_ 2 + (HV 1)?_?_ 2 ] e "> 
1 - I s:* ς ' -1 i sQ. 
- -^ <II_P_ ¿ e "> - ·^  s< (H_P_ )P*e > 
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They s a t i s f y 
[α , АІ+ )] = о 
{3 3 ^ + ) } = ο 
m s 
The a l g e b r a can be c a l c u l a t e d t o be 
[ А 1 , Λ·5] = mfi. .6 ^ . 
m' η i j m+n,0 
{ B 1 , B j } = 6 . . 6 ^ . 
r* s i j r + s , 0 
[ A 1 , B¿\ = О 
m г 
[ А ^ . А 1 ] - - п А ^ 
га ' η m+n 
[ А ( + ) , 3 ^ ] = - ( З + | ) В ^ m s ¿ ni+s 
{ в ^ ^ в 1 } = A\ 
r ' s г+s 
[ А І , в ( + ) ] = п в і + г m г m+r 
[АІ+),в( + ) ] = - ( 9 - | ) В ^ ras ¿ m+s 
{ B ( + ) , B ( + ) } = 2 A ( : )
 + ( Ц г 2 . 1 ) 6
 + n r ' a r+3 r + s , 0 
And t h e boundary c o n d i t i o n s are 
A J I
+ ) | O I P > = B|0,p> 
A |0 ,p> = 0 , η > 1 
Β | θ ,ρ> = 0 , r > i 
A ^ 0 , p > = 0 
Our a l g e b r a resembles t h e a l g e b r a o f α , b , L and 0 , I t i s 
m
1
 r m r 
identical for d = 8 (see the algebra (IV.12)). 
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and 
Again one can d i a g o n a l i z e by d e f i n i n g 
,.» .^ +» d-2 . . +=> d-2 . . 
η η . . п+г -l „ • , -ί 4+η 
¿s .o . 3 = 1 J=_<» ! = ! 
, \ , > +•= d-2 
Β
( + )
 = в
( + )
. ι ζ AJ З 1 , 
r
 г =
.„і
= 1
 г
 ^ 
Then one has 
га * η 
[ Â ^ . B 1 ] = 0 
m 3 
{ в ( + ) , в Ч = 0 
r s 
К .
 SÍ+)J =0 
m г 
r7( + ) 7( + )ι /
 λ
7(·*·). 10-d , 2 , ν . [ Α4 , Α4 ] = (η-η)Α* + — τ - m(m -1 5 . „ 
га · η m+n o m+n,0 
r^.BÍ+h =(f-3)B^ 
η s ¿ m+s 
г · s r+3 8 r + 3 , 0 
Again t h e space can Ъе w r i t t e n аз a d i r e c t product o f 
" t r a n s v e r s a l " and " l o n g i t u d i n a l " s p a c e s . The " t r a n s v e r s a l " space 
i s p o s i t i v e d e f i n i t e and g h o s t s are due t o the a l g e b r a of Ä and 
3 . We d i s t i n g u i s h a g a i n : 
1 < d < 9 An isomorphism can be made w i t h the operators X and 
m 
/ " ' 
r
 -HB i o - d . +» 10-d 
£ = J Г Ε : α \ a-^-.+l Ζ Ζ (m+2k) ib1. Ъ^ : 
η ' , . , -к га+к , . _ , -к k+m 
к=-<» і=1 к3-«· 1=1 
f- •ь» 10-d . . = Σ Σ ö S 1 . г . , t r - t 
l=-œ 1=1 
lilt 
2 
The isomorphism is completed by setting α = 2β. Uè 
subdivide: 
05*0, d < 8 All states are independent and no zero 
n o m states occur. 
(#0, d = 9 4ow the operators X and (7^. involve one-
dimensional α and b . Dependences occur 
η m 
for special values of P. 
3=0, d < 9 Here α =(0,0,...,0) and thus ¿7
 Λ
 |θ>=0. 
0 μ é~l 
The s t a t e s b u i l t up with £ and С 
3s . " n Z"" 1 
( m > — ) are again independent. The only 
null-norm s t a t e s are 
= 3 ·, П(Л в )|р-гк> 
-5 -η -m 
10 The isomorphism is not possible any nore. '/e subdivide: 
g^O jhosts occur for any β. 
3=0 The "loniìitudinal" subspace has a metric tensor 
0 = 0 , and is therefore conpletely spurious. The 
OOerators Ä and 3 act as gauge OOerators. 
—η —Γ 
10 There are ghosts for any value of 3. 
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A ? P n : i D I X D 
In this last part of the appendix the relations are <;iven 
which convert the infinite products into infinite suns and are 
used to derive the nissing recurrence relations in chapters III, 
VII and VIII. They are taken fron references [Er 53, 55] 
„ г, nw, nw, 1 П\ 1 _ ,
 λ
η+1 з(п -η) η 
Π (1-х )(1-ух ) ( 1 - - χ ) = — г Ι (-) χ'4 у 
η=1 ·' J" η=-" 
» ι , ι +" ι 2 
Π (1-х )(1+yx )(1+— χ ) = Σ χ у 
η-1 V 
Ι ^
=
 "
 (.)Ип
2
.п)
 χ
ί(η2
+
η) 
η=1 1+χ η" 3 η=0 
..
п\і,+ 1 „η> - 1 τ- „ Η η -η) „η 
Π (1-х )(1+ух ) ( 1 + - χ ) = —ττ Σ χ у 
η=1 У / ι
 η =
_„ 
(D.1) 
(D.2) 
0.3) 
(D.lí) 
Π J=2L·- Σ (-)mxla (D.5) 
η=1 1+χ π=-βο 
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S A M E N V A T T I N G 
In d i t p roe f sch r i f t worden twee onderwerpen binnen de t h e o r i e 
van de duale modellen behandeld. 
Het e e r s t e onderwerp omvat de kons t ruk t i e van "ghos t " -v r i j e 
duale N-puntsfunkties net twee type d e e l t j e s . In t e R e n s t e l l i n ß t o t 
de methode die Schwarz en «u han te ren , waarbi j een tweede type 
dee l t j e s moet voldoen aan de of f -mass-shel l i jkvoorwaarden, i n t r o -
duceren wij een nieuw type dee l t j e s dat voldoet aan de on-nass - she l l 
i j kkond i t i e s naar waarbij de massa verschoven wordt . 
De kons t ruk t i e maakt gebruik van de SL(2,n)-syinnetrieei(ïen-
schappen die een duale 3 o r n - t e m d ien t t e hebben. Uit deze konst ruk-
t i e b l i j k t dat twee van de N d e e l t j e s in een N-puntsfunktie een an-
dere SIj(2,R)-spin J,, gegeven kan worden, mits deze voor beiden de-
zelfde i s . In de zo gekonstrueerde funkt ie b l i j k e n twee v e r s c h i l l e n -
de in t e rne spek t ra aanwezig t e z i jn waarvan de uitwendige dee l t j e s 
representanten z i j n . Voor elk spektrum ia een verzameling i jkvoor-
waarden {jeldig d ie he t moselijk maken dat de a p r i o r i aanwezige 
spooktoestanden ontkoppelen. 
De konstruktiemethode wordt toegepast of twee operatorforma-
l i smes , dat van he t k l a s s i eke Veneziane model (C.V.M.) en dat van 
he t Neveu-Schwarz model (M.S.M.). Van beide zo onts tane modellen 
worden de spek t ra bestudeerd en b l i j k e n deze v r i j van spoken t e 
z i j n onder de volgende voorwaarden: 
- de SL(2,R)-spin J q van he t nieuwe type d e e l t j e s moet g ro te r z i jn 
dan die van he t andere type (-1 voor he t model met he t C.V.M.-
formalisme en -5 voor het model met he t N.S.M.-formalisme), 
- het aan ta l komponenten (een t i j d a c h t i g e , de r e s t ru imteacht ig) 
van de o s c i l l a t o r e n mag n i e t g r o t e r z i j n dan een k r i t i s c h e dimen-
s i e (25 voor he t model met het C.V.H.-formalisme en 9 voor he t 
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model met het Ч.S.M.-formalisme)· Deze kritische dimensies zijn 
één kleiner dan die van het C.V.M, en het U.S.M. zelf. 
In vergelijking met de oorspronkelijke modellen blijkt het dus 
mogelijk voor tvee deeltjes tegelijk een andere massa te kiezen zon-
der dat daardoor spooktoestanden verschijnen. 
In het tweede deel wordt de mogelijkheid onderzocht on het 
aantal deeltjes met bepaalde spin, massa en pariteit, aanwezig in 
het interne spektrum, te bepalen zonder dit spektrum niveau voor 
niveau te moeten analyseren. Het resultaat is een genererende funk-
tie van twee variabelen die, geschreven als machtreeks in deze va-
riabelen, als coëfficiënten de gevraagde multipliciteiten heeft. 
Zulke genererende funkties worden afgeleid voor de spektra uit 
het eerste deel van dit proefschrift, waaronder ook die van het 
C.V.M, en het M.S.M, zelf, alsmede voor het ferraionspektrum van 
Ramond, dat nauw verbonden ia met het N.S.M. 
Voor alle multipliciteiten worden recurrente betrekkingen af-
geleid die het mogelijk maken snel deze getallen te bepalen. Een 
aantal tabellen van deze multipliciteiten wordt gepresenteerd. 
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